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### added projects:
- meta-altera at revision e2cb5f8d4811c2acbf24b29a378f9d52c7d1347e1e9e9b9d
- meta-freescale at revision 3446ee85f89d8e41f3ccf53ad271344e1eb9aeb0
- meta-freescale at revision fa7774a7d5b57d601a8c97fe45a453fe43b7
- meta-freescale-3party at revision 187945ed6e536929c8bb5952f2ef46d736503b4
- meta-renesas-rкар-gen3 at revision 4fa88f8c452d3dca599c6505b30d1823e5316
- meta-rкар at revision 54c555a7d45322d1342f5c52e8b634ab9e5d

### removed projects:
- meta-amb at revision ef3495bb8d65743709f6d1f7b657cb894d32c1757
- meta-freescale at revision 615245f8d493040547629f19d5d202d
- meta-freescale-3rdparty at revision 1879485e63ce369292c89b5902ff6df135090b
- meta-rкар at revision 4fa88f8c452d3dca599c6505b30d1823e5316

### changed projects:
- meta-agl changed from fb57dd4f7577b5d4f03805c6f3996443b5e9d550 to refs/tags/dab/3.99.3
  - 72e4d6c tcf-agent: kill with USR2 in systemd stop
  - 0412024 Framework: Fix and upgrade
  - 15b3dd2 enabling https for wget in busybox
  - 4af95f Enable SOTA for supported architectures
  - 8fd7f86 Fix for memory corruption during hibernate
  - f500359 README.renesas-gen3: add uboot env to setup ethernet
  - 4b93238 Framework: fix and upgrade
  - 11a6af7 Add hibernation image area
  - f34a027 raspberrypi2: change GPU_MEM to 255
  - 4c8a4dd lightmediascanner: change scan path
  - e15b3dd meta-agl-bsp/meta-intel: ensure socket activation
  - e95f4ae meta-agl-bsp/meta-intel: fix and upgrade
  - 8fd7f86 Fix for memory corruption during hibernate
  - 4af95f Enable SOTA for supported architectures
  - 15b3dd2 enabling https for wget in busybox
```
[+] 60d4924 Fix version mismatch of gstreamer for R-Car Gen3
[+] 09f2d2ed Fix virtual provider for webruntime
[+] 2f6d1e8 Fix af-main build
[+] bd4f99dd Re-enable security flags proposed in Poky
[+] 1e64ce4 Merge: “Merge: migrate appfw from meta-agl-extra”
[+] e0b303da dra7xx: uEnv: default db is renamed to identify version
[+] c077af7 dra7xx: ti-sgx-ddk-um: remove recipe from meta-agl
[+] 91f6ed9 dra7xx: weston: add patches for weston 1.11
[+] 740d616 gbt-daemon: build with -fpic
[+] 77cfc24b Merge: migrate appfw from meta-agl-extra
[+] 974e5dd Merge meta-app-framework to meta-agl
[+] 685a461 Move to AGL framework on top of systemd
[+] 9c4109e Rename webruntime DISTRO_FEATURES
[+] 2193860d Upgrade application framework
[+] e949777 base-files for the framework
[+] 843599a Ensure that extended Attributes are managed
[+] 52eef33 shadow: ‘useradd’ copies root’s extended attributes
[+] 953167f Removes systemd warnings
[+] e85cdaa5 Add service dependency on run-agl-postinsts
[+] 72f28ff Fix the error of homescreen for QEMI x86-64
[+] 26450c6c Update af-main
[+] 1c4beee aglwgt.bbclass: fix bashism
[+] 78b08cf Add dependency to images
[+] 3051f47 Allowed wget app to auto-install at the first boot
[+] 8026845 Add af-main-install used to wgt at first boot
[+] a2fd60e Move feature code into the meta recipes
[+] 2de3c0e Add missing DEPENDS to af-binder
[+] 795cc7d fix for gcc6 build
[+] cbca8a0 fix libcap patch
[+] e589515 Activates threading and hook features
[+] e589516 add fakeroot to aglwgt_deploy task
[+] 115ecff Be more precise in addtask
[+] 2a3bbd4 Fix whitespace in aglwgt_bbclass
[+] c08c5c8 Add aglwgt class
[+] 06566aa Authorize the requested permissions
[+] 583a5b50 Don’t override SYSTEMD_SERVICE of original recipe.
[+] 7a54caaf af-main: remove --roothp option from af-love-conf
[+] ed0ce6c Move all writable data used by security-manager and appfw to /var
[+] f947f34 fix exec flag and case sensitive ids
[+] 832f9a7 add native build for af-main
[+] ee58697 agl-appfw-smack: remove dependency on meta-agl-security
[+] 85f692c Improves places for GT_MAYLAND_SHELL_INTEGRATION
[+] 38673a7 smack: removed already applied patch
[+] a3dcf69 appfwk: improvements
[+] b4a9501 meta-app-framework: fix unpackaged files in native-sdk-af-main
[+] e6cecd3 smack: add audit when smack is active
[+] 6dbefaf web-runtime: provide IVI tuning for porter
[+] 3baef72 af-main: update
[+] 82d7c1c Smack: fixup of bluetooth socket labelling
[+] 5326ead Allow build without meta-agl-demo
[+] e991fc3 FWK: Adaptations for jethro
[+] 7c87310 app-framework: improvements
[+] 9179d4c app-framework: improvements
[+] 5e065ce Improves the handling of upgrade for websockets
[+] b65ed4d app-framework: fix minor bugs
[+] aa5043e meta-app-framework: install missing libbfwbc library
[+] c13a9b2 meta-app-framework: sync with latest af-main sources
[+] a7bba meta-app-framework: sync with latest af-binder sources
[+] 6b981c8 meta-app-framework: add missing dependency between af-binder-dev and libbfwbc-dev
[+] 57f19ef meta-app-framework: af-binder must create $(libdir)/afb at postinst time
[+] 491d35d meta-app-framework: add af-main-tools and dependencies in native-sdk-packagegroup-sdk-host
[+] 7289a1e meta-app-framework: af-binder source code update
[+] 52e0b98 frame-work-framework: build master branch
[+] 0e3e40d add features agl-demo, agl-appfw-smack and agl-localdev
[+] 97d6590 add feature agl-appfw-smack
[+] 51a56c5c upgrade to new namings and bug fixes
[+] 1ac5c70 add layer meta-app-framework
[+] 5875c4c Update rcar-gen3 script, compliant driver update
[+] 4cf54bc Add kernel config for renssas porter to support gpp
[+] a2f903e Add OTA wks support to Porter and RCar-M3 boards
[+] 091b395 dra7xx: u-boot: Switch to the 2017.01 u-boot from meta-ti
[+] 7caad23 dra7xx: u-boot: Revert the fix for MMC instability
[+] eb11c68 Fix optee-os build
[+] 7d1e4f3 Meta-agl/bsp: build master branch
[+] c30a774 Removed wl-shell-emulator from AGL
[+] 4cbef4e meta-rcar-r3 setup: slight refactoring
[+] 7843a15 Merge [*rcar-gen3] Port python-ward for meta-agl-bsp*
[+] 91734f9 Merge [*rcar-gen3] Rename weston bbpackend recipes for ti*
[+] 07812dc Merge [*rcar-gen3] Disable ipv6*
[+] 666fc6c Merge [*rcar-gen3] update weston recipes bbpackend*
[+] 7f9e3fbf Merge [*rcar-gen3] blacklist the recipes bbpackend*
[+] 90ed5 Merge [*rcar-gen3] update wayland-ivi-extention to 1.10.90 for ti bb*
[+] cd8b92c Merge [*rcar-gen3] Remove wayland 1.9.0 recipes*
[+] 91734f9 Merge [*rcar-gen3] Moved old fix for weston-ivi-shell*
[+] c30a774 Merge [*rcar-gen3] Remove wayland-ivi-extention to 1.11.0*
[+] be701d7 Merge [*rcar-gen3] Remove useless fix weston*
[+] 3f9e3fbf Merge [*rcar-gen3] Rename weston bbpackend recipes*
[+] 84f9239 Merge [*rcar-gen3] Rename weston bbpackend recipes*
[+] 393b9e0 Merge [*rcar-gen3] Fix webp bbpackend*
[+] 91734f9 Merge [*rcar-gen3] Update h3 m3 to renssas rcar gen3 BSP v2.16.0 (branch:morty)*
[+] e3a1d93 Merge [*rcar-gen3] Update setup script for gen3 v2.16.0*
[+] 7401858 [*rcar-gen3] update weston recipes bbpackend
[+] 8086f0b8 [rcar-gen3] Rename kernel-module-rtcs vulnerabilities
[+] 8b415bd [rcar-gen3] Port python-ward for meta-agl-bsp
[+] 288701b rename weston recipes bbpackend recipes for ti
[+] d38997d [*rcar-gen3] Disable ipv6
[+] dc4804e [*rcar-gen3] update weston recipes bbpackend
[+] 6f503c4 Merge [*rcar-gen3] blacklist the recipes-forward-port from bsp
[+] a6c301d update wayland-ivi-extention to 1.10.90 for ti bb*
[+] 0267eda Remove wayland 1.9.0 recipes*
[+] 19a2e2c6 Removed old fix for weston-ivi-shell*
[+] 864c74f update wayland-ivi-extention to 1.11.0*
[+] 5fa83e8 Remove useless fix weston*
[+] 244061f [*rcar-gen3] Remove fix on arm-trusted-firmware recipes*
[+] e7b01c3 [*rcar-gen3] Rename weston bbpackend recipes*
[+] 73e399c [*rcar-gen3] Fix webp bbpackend*
[+] 40a158c [*rcar-gen3] Update h3 m3 to renssas rcar gen3 BSP v2.16.0 (branch:morty)
meta-agl-demo changed from 3192674457c1c63e040aa438b3b951f0a7c279c3 to refs/tags/dab/3.99.3

- 5054b7b7 Set defaultbranch to chinook in gitreview
- 3207663b Fix recipes on chinook branch.
- 614b51a2 Add audio channels for FOSDEM
- 139350e9 Pin homescreen recipe for chinook branch
- 5a6b99a9 Pin settings recipe for chinook release
- 2c39e79e Pin mixer recipe for chinook release
- 7f1e4e84 Pin unicons recipe for chinook release
- 93a08ff9 Pin all recipe for chinook release
- 4f0d79b2 Fix recipes on chinook branch
- e556d4f9 Fix make autotools it's own service
- 3b53f5d5 Remove old radio plugins
- 90bf9c3e Add recipe for Dab releases
- e4876489 Add recipe for Dab releases
- 225277a7 Add mpaviewer recipe to use cluster demo for R-Car M3
- 840ff8f8 weston.ini: Add virtual display and record for CES2017 demo
- 1e1e42e1 Add mp3 support in lightmediascanner for AGL demo
- 97e2d19b Bump settings app SRCREV
- e103a36e Fix recipe for Dab releases
- 8b68c2e Add fuse kernel configuration for renesas porter
- eaf5253f Add recipe for Dab releases
- 3e16d8c3 Update meta-agl-demo for for 'Daring Dab'
- 833f6346 Get rid of Automotive Message Broker as it has been replaced.
- 3d30d36a navigation: fix missing dep on zip-native
- 8d7da20 Fix a bug in the audio management
- f41fbb2 Change audio output attribute of navigation
- 172e617b Navigation update for AMM 2017 demos
- d433feb Add switch on/off script for cluster demo
- e9da2ae Split homescreen recipe into new recipes
- 87ce94d4 Move feature code into the meta recipes
- 853bd2c meta-agl-demo: recipes-kernel: update most driver recipes
- ccde8887 Fix crosssdk image creation
- 947ac6f4 iotivity: Migrate from agl-demo to agl-iotivity feature
- 030b1ed3 kernel: most: add mostcore module dependencies
- 7bb36304 Fixed demo recipes to auto-install wgt app at first boot
- 69dabb65 add dependency to images
- 7783a293 Switch to split out demo apps
- bace9bf4 Fixed WindowManager startup
- 2b3274c4 Renamed .gitreview for dab
- 84769e4e openivi-html5: Fix visibility issues
- e158f874 Unpin after Daring Dab R1
- 87ec15b6 Add a bbapppend with pinning for all packages with AUTOREV
- 9e5c86a6 Add audio management between Media Player and Radio.
- 1f86ebf3 homescreen: add pulseaudio dependency
- 5a6b99a9 Pin settings recipe for chinook release
- f3251d30 RDEPENDS: Update wayland-ivi-extension to 1.11.0
- 2375a922 Use split out AGL QtQuickControls2 repositories
- 726df6a8 Generate weston.ini dynamically
- 733b91d9 Rename webuntime DISTRO_FEATURES
- 01677a63 Remove unused controls app from default install
- e556d4f9 Fix make autotools it's own service
- 71972c1c udisks: autotomize USB devices on boot and insertion
- 20a89a79 weston: Fix ggt-record uses NONITONIC time for IVI-Cluster system
- 323a709c Update meta-agl-demo for for 'Daring Dab'
- 9756e7f4 Enable SQLITE database engine for the Qt5
- 1152f0e4 Fixed the problem of the map screen corruption
- 84669f89 Enable SQLite database engine for the Qt5
- 08bb9f98 Fixed WindowManager startup
- 7783a293 Switch to split out demo apps
- 6bcd449 rpi-config: add configurable CMA low and high water marks
- 4527675e Integration by default of low lvl CAN service
- 4476256a agl-service-bluetooth: add new system wide service
- 4956e6fa Add recipes for RC2
- 64089944 Add .gitreview for dab
- 614b51a2 Add audio channels for FOSDEM
- 2a550e0b Run weston with dedicated 'display' user and group
- 0e5a3c91 Put weston with dedicated 'display' user and group
- 3e16d8c3 Update meta-agl-demo for for 'Daring Dab'
- 9756e7f4 Enable SQLITE database engine for the Qt5
- 1152f0e4 Fixed the problem of the map screen corruption
- 84669f89 Enable SQLite database engine for the Qt5
- 7a479039 Bump settings app SRCREV
meta-agi-extra changed from 812bc8a8b940e2e41ad81f3a868a0ef9339ab01b0f to refs/tags/dab/3.99.3
- 812bc8a Fix app-branch recipes for chinook branch
- 3e02469 move aferkroot to alogwt_deploy_task
- c622a84 set defaultbranch to chinook in gitreview
- 35fe67d Add .gitreview for dab
- a6e2650 wipe out sota-related code
- e48cb7c Set default OSTMREE_BOOTLOADER in bbclass
- 0ce00da Merge "Add WKS for OTA-enabled bootable SD cards."
- 6702705 Add WKS for OTA-enabled bootable SD cards.
- 1c2571e Update SOTA-related software
- 4977db7 Migrate meta-app-framework to meta-agi
- a7f56f3 Merge "Move to AGL framework on top of systemd"
- e08fc10 Move to AGL framework on top of systemd
- b39c6f1 Rename webruntime DISTRO_FEATURES
- 70fa58c Merge "remove PR from recipes"
- ac213fc remove PR from recipes
- 021e365 Upgrade application framework
- 29b3f6c base-recipes for the framework
- ed214a2 Ensure that extended Attributes are managed
- 636a9bf shadow: 'useradd' copies root's extended attributes
- e1592d4 Remove systemd warnings
- d93b3f2 Add service dependency on run-agl-postinsts
- ed214a2 Ensure that extended Attributes are managed
- 636a9bf shadow: 'useradd' copies root's extended attributes
- e1592d4 Remove systemd warnings
- 913a26c Update af-main
- d5e635 alogwt.bclass: fix bashism
- 7225ee5 Add dependency to images
- f329e88 Allowed wgt app to auto-install at the first boot
- 347a4ad Add afm-install used to install wgt at first boot
- 5a7b27c Update sota software
- 91537e8 Move feature code into the meta recipes
- a3c764d Fix meta-raspberry for raspberry
- 61a2424 Merge "Add missing DEPENDS to af-binder"
- 4a81e3b Merge "Changes to pseudo have been merged into poky, this recipe is no more needed."
- 22a91e9 image creation has changed a bit in morty, fix has changed a bit in morty, fix has changed a bit in morty
- c823e90 Changes to pseudo have been merged into poky, this recipe is no more needed.
- b5ce617 Add missing DEPENDS to af-binder
- 84da477 replace deprecated function base_contains
- 7173942 Fix build of u-boot with gcc6 on morty
- 5593f35 Fix ostree compilation with morty
- eebab18 Fix build of libgsystem on morty
- b1849d7 Remove oid append file to pseudo
- 0c430dc7 Merge "fix for gcc6 build"
- 3da3b32 Merge "fix libcap patch"
- ba2ad47 fix for gcc6 build
- 8f15654 fix libcap patch
- a09d24f rvi-sota-client: Update and fix rust-openssl
- clfd2d1 libbgt2: Remove recipe from meta-agl-extra
- 7409b0a Merge "Activates threading and hook features"
- e03123d Add flags supporting CMA operation on RPI
- 24b96c4 Activates threading and hook features
- f513d3d add aferkroot to alogwt_deploy_task
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 meta-intel changed from 10feb903cfd69e6699f81a668b7128120e396dbf to 6add41510412ca196efb3e4f949d403a8b6f35d7
- 82104c8 linux-yocto: Remove mei from KERNEL_FEATURES
- 371461e linux-yocto: Update SRCREVs to v4.1.33 and CVE-2016-5195 fix
- 371461e linux-yocto: Update SRCREVs to v4.4.26 and fix CVE-2016-5195
- 371461e linux-yocto: Update SRCREVs to v4.4.26 and fix CVE-2016-5195
- 371461e linux-yocto: Switch to standard/linux-intel-base
- 73d373e linux-yocto: Fix broken SRCREV specifically for RPI2
- 32b5222 intel-common-pkgarch: Set common PACKAGE_ARCH for linux-yocto-tiny
- 7b9b8d0e intel-old-core=7:4:4: Switch to standard/preempt-rt/intel-base
- 29bf86c linux-yocto: Fix the error of homescreen for QEMU x86-64
- 82104c8 linux-yocto: Update SRCREVs to v4.4.26 and fix CVE-2016-5195
- 371461e linux-yocto: Switch to standard/linux-intel-base
- 8b5b040 linux-yocto: Fix the error of homescreen for QEMU x86-64
- 87bf8b1 linux-yocto: Fix the error of homescreen for QEMU x86-64
- 82783c5 linux-yocto: Fix the error of homescreen for QEMU x86-64
- 82783c5 linux-yocto: Fix the error of homescreen for QEMU x86-64
- c823e90 linux-yocto: Fix the error of homescreen for QEMU x86-64
- 29be847e galileodisk: Add rootwait
- c823e90 linux-yocto: Fix the error of homescreen for QEMU x86-64
- e02ca6f linux-yocto: Add INTL_MACHINE_SUBTYPE code
- c1f2d6b conf/machine/intel-core=7: Change WKS_FILE to systemd-bootdisk-uid
- c42d3d systemd-bootdisk: Rename to systemd-bootdisk-uid.wks
- 02fe8f0 broxton-m/BOOTPARAM: Add video/console back
- 2a33ec afe: Limit them to x86 targets
- 337cee2 initialrfs-live-install-efi: Make use of new override
- 14b4a00 system-boot: Make use of new override
- f62b195 grub-efi: Make use of new override
- 0e05e7f meta-intel.inc: Add MACHINEOVERRIDE for meta-intel
- d3b7a21 meta-intel.inc: remove setting rmc in DISTRO_FEATURES
- 5a7b27c Update SOTA-related software
- 913a26c Update af-main
- d5e635 alogwt.bclass: fix bashism
- 7225ee5 Add dependency to images
- f329e88 Allowed wgt app to auto-install at the first boot
- 347a4ad Add afm-install used to install wgt at first boot
- 5a7b27c Update sota software
- 91537e8 Move feature code into the meta recipes
- a3c764d Fix meta-raspberry for raspberry
- 61a2424 Merge "Add missing DEPENDS to af-binder"
- 4a81e3b Merge "Changes to pseudo have been merged into poky, this recipe is no more needed."
- 22a91e9 image creation has changed a bit in morty, fix has changed a bit in morty, fix has changed a bit in morty
- c823e90 Changes to pseudo have been merged into poky, this recipe is no more needed.
- b5ce617 Add missing DEPENDS to af-binder
- 84da477 replace deprecated function base_contains
- 7173942 Fix build of u-boot with gcc6 on morty
- 5593f35 Fix ostree compilation with morty
- eebab18 Fix build of libgsystem on morty
- b1849d7 Remove oid append file to pseudo
- 0c430dc7 Merge "fix for gcc6 build"
- 3da3b32 Merge "fix libcap patch"
- ba2ad47 fix for gcc6 build
- 8f15654 fix libcap patch
- a09d24f rvi-sota-client: Update and fix rust-openssl
- clfd2d1 libbgt2: Remove recipe from meta-agl-extra
- 7409b0a Merge "Activates threading and hook features"
- e03123d Add flags supporting CMA operation on RPI
- 24b96c4 Activates threading and hook features
- f513d3d add aferkroot to alogwt_deploy_task
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[+] 56265f585 llibnpn: Fix out-of-bound access in create_url_list() (CVR-2016-8863)
[+] 0fb65c10e intutils: Disable ras, req, 3,8 in musl
[+] fae7d92ab ipsec-tools: Fix build with clang
[+] 341b4e76f gflags: Fix fetch URL
[+] ci2724a6e iperf3: Fix build after of gnome c++ bindings
[+] 6baeeb6f8 open2p: Fix ERROR_IN_ENVIRON on musl
[+] fc8d89548 ctdb: Fix update SRC_URI
[+] d383e393f pmid: update SRC_URI
[+] 85ab36eaa fetchmail: update SRC_URI
[+] 25ef7b0f4 ipsec-tools: change SRC_URI fetcher.
[+] ae52bd6ec netkit-ruser: update SRC_URI
[+] 7d6e4b6eb tcpdump: update to 4.9.0 for security fixes
[+] 70f1e0f3a tcpdump: upgrade to 4.8.1
[+] 697a4a399 wire sharks: Fix build issue
[+] 5983b8940 libalpc: Fix SRC_URI to use https instead of http
[+] 56265f585 llibnpn: Fix out-of-bound access in create_url_list() (CVR-2016-8863)
[+] 66610433b libibevent: Fix SRC_URI - http has gone
[+] 6bda44b97 libib: Fix SRC_URI - http has gone
[+] 979103399 wire sharks: update package to 2.2.4
[+] 77161f5b1 wire sharks: update to 2.2.3
[+] f2cb4e74d mpv: Add libvdpu to DEPENDS
[+] c01abce9c vlc: Add packageconfig for vdmpu
[+] a456c5b9c postfix: Fix Fallback icmp
[+] 815066c6c wire sharks: 2.2.1 → 2.2.2
[+] 7c7e30775 lftp: Fix ALTERNATIVE_PRIORITY to avoid conflict
[+] e9b4ac52c netcat-openbsd: Fix ALTERNATIVE_PRIORITY to avoid conflict
[+] 9e9727247 inetutils: Fix alternative priority to avoid conflict
[+] bcee352f9 crda: Fix the size of target instead of host machine.
[+] d573b7900 lftp: Fix configure; fix "Argument list too long"
[+] b63e4126d intutils: Fix configure; fix "Argument list too long"
[+] aaad2f41a samba: Avoid timeout for rmbf if started after with systemd
[+] 3c43856b9 ntp: update to version 4.8p9
[+] 40321721a samba: fix the hardcoded path in init script
[+] 3626363e4 net-snmp: snmplib, UDPIv6 transport: Add a missing return statement
[+] 52a6692d6 net-snmp: net-snmp: use snmptrap to use clientaddr from snmptrap
[+] 6cd8b8404 dnsmaq: allow for dnsmaq instances to reuse default dnsmaq.conf
[+] 01f46d8ed dnsmaq: read the conf files found in dnsmaq.d
[+] de9106252 curlpp: Fix a QA issue of do_configure
[+] 4758c07d5 samba: correct sub-package name for multilib
[+] 5f1f4e400 samba: Fix qa issue and update ctdb-tests
[+] 37929d104 samba: Fix build with musl
[+] 486ebe3da tsoc: Make use of LDFLAGS
[+] e4790ec21 chrony: remove unrecognized option ipv6
[+] e94f5c523 squid: disable gnu atomic operations for musl
[+] ef77b3849 imagemagick: use correct major version in program suffix
[+] 0801b187e libxml++: Fix LICENSE
[+] fa3794d12 meta_ae_security_flags.inc: Disable PIE for luajit
[+] f3dad98dca mpv: Add PACKAGECONFIG for vaapi
[+] 9aba5089b meta_ae_security_flags: disable PIE for libdbus-c++
[+] 99f60d8fb libvdpu: Disable PIE
[+] 0eb53d87c nbench-byte: fix project URL
[+] 5a5d4f23c gpdpd: Fix multilib build
[+] 97b82f3b5 exo: unbreak Tunar’s detailed file view
[+] 582923b2d modemmanager: Fix build with clang
[+] fc5e5c378 libmad: Fix build with clang
[+] 3cb5bca7d fribidi: Fix build with security flags turned on
[+] 726b22050 flashrom: Remove redundant const qualifier
[+] 3b96d16f1 mddeep: Fix build with clang
[+] 6a0899986 opendap: Fix Build error due to missing --PIC
[+] ae2546d41 libqmi: Fix build with clang
[+] a0029b5e4 android-tools: Fix do_install
[+] 49a4e3c7e net-snmp: snmplib, UDPIv6 transport: Add a missing return statement
[+] d573b7900 lftp: Fix configure; fix "Argument list too long"
[+] 091314223 xfdesktop: Fix build with clang
[+] fbb8993f4 xfce4-pulseaudio-plugin: add x11 to REQUIRED_DISTRO_FEATURES
[+] 179b16c1b gstreamer-plugins: Fix build after of gnome c++ bindings
[+] 968e99e54 packagegroup-xfce-base: add x11 to REQUIRED_DISTRO_FEATURES
[+] 9d9f3777f libxklavier: add x11 to REQUIRED_DISTRO_FEATURES
[+] 071abaa1a libunique: add x11 to REQUIRED_DISTRO_FEATURES
[+] d8d90a61c openjpeg: rename the download file
[+] 00b89f2aa openssl: Fix a QA issue
[+] 6794eb39c openvpn: Fix build with clang
[+] 969e95e54 packagegroup-xfce-base: add x11 to REQUIRED_DISTRO_FEATURES
[+] de9106252 curlpp: Fix a QA issue of do_configure
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[+] 445e59c9 python-cffi: Extend script to support Python 3
[+] 45b6e53b crate-image-minimal-xcf: add kernel modules to image
[+] 2882d69f vboxguestdrivers: Add recipe for Redhat 5.x
[+] 0fe7b25e libgpm: 0.17.1 -> 0.17.2
[+] 9d2b499b jaffs-utils: fix QA warning for GNU_HASH
[+] 62799e1a libnetztlf: 0.81 -> 1.06.
[+] c6e4ad71 nodejs, arm: map TUNE_FEATURES to --with-arm-fpu parameters
[+] ccba10c6 nodejs: use shared zlib instead of bundled one
[+] 0a2b4df7 pcpu: update to 1.7.4
[+] bd9653a8 Revet "testfloat: Fix No GNU_HASH in the elf binary warnings"
[+] 8572148f testfloat: Fix No GNU_HASH in the elf binary warnings
[+] dc48e768f meta-eoe: remove trailing spaces
[+] 303a5a5a meta-eoe: remove PR = "0"
[+] 289210db meta-eoe: fix indentation
[+] f2bec0f7 nginx.inc: use 4 spaces for indentation
[+] 8ee425fca nginx: optimize system unit file
[+] 6cfc67c03 spiritools: bump git revision (SRCPKG)
[+] 7988df61 collectd: make /etc/collcetd.conf a CONFFILE
[+] 888e54af testfloat: Fix No GNU_HASH in the elf binary warnings
[+] 679f1a24 subscribe: add repository for msys
[+] 8b7f35f5 libxslt-1: fix QA warning for GNU_HASH
[+] 76d1a24b meta-eoe: Standarize use of "_append" versus use of "="
[+] la2ca6aa libltdl-perl: 1.634 -> 1.636
[+] 3c59bb5d libdtd: 20150325-3.1 -> 20160618-3.1
[+] 9d8b75fa1 hwdump: 0.288 -> 0.291
[+] b7a15b2c python-jstudHam: python3-jstudHam: Add recipe for version 2.5.1
[+] 2b0e65d5 python-stricf-stricf339, python3-stricf-stricf339: Add recipe for version 0.7
[+] 66c1e9f8 python-functionalTests2: Add recipe for version 3.2.32
[+] 6713a6b9 python-webcolors, python3-webcolors: Add recipe for version 1.5
[+] 06b0a3d5 python3-requests: Add native and nativesdk to BBLCLASS\n[+] 76d4e5cfa python3-click: Add native and nativesdk to BBLCLASS\n[+] 80f4d22e python-reqests, python3-requests: Add recipe for version 1.3.6
[+] 6e17fc0f99 python-progress, python3-progress: Add recipe for version 1.2
[+] 4ebe76b1a gperfTools: upgrade to 2.5.1
[+] 41abb7e61 dialog: 1.2-20150920 -> 1.3-20160424
[+] c7419bb05 tcap-common: 1.1-11 -> 1.1-14
[+] 1c980c5c8b corosync: 2.5.1 -> 2.4.0
[+] 0ebe7561 python-requests: update to version 2.11.0
[+] cca612a6 python-monotonic: Fix 64bit monotonic python install
[+] 64a835f7 python-monotonic: update to version 1.2
[+] 52cc4d55 python-jsonpickle: Fix RDEPENDS to work on minimal python install
[+] 3c2086531 python-smbus: update to version 1.14
[+] 7c433a52 python-daemonize: update to 2.4.7
[+] 5d12d413 openspace: update to version 0.16.0
[+] 30e6fa9d libltdl: update to version 0.4.0
[+] 1eae57e8c3 engine-pcscl1: update to version 0.2.2
[+] dc56c9d0 utouch-mtview: remove blacklist
[+] 0f5d26e8 utouch-frame: fix build errors associated with xmlint
[+] 06a6aca3b9 nginx: PACKAGECONFIG for httpsv2
[+] 9e78eb52 thunar-volman: Fix Build with clang
[+] 52e6c2a7 udisks2: Update to 2.1.13
[+] 30eb09f3b libltdl-perl: 1.634 -> 1.636
[+] 46284bca3 php: Fix aclocal-copy aclocal-copy
[+] 63d1973e python-pgmp: Update to version 2.4.49
[+] 1df4b3547 python-lxml: update to version 3.6.1
[+] 627c6928a python-cython: update to version 0.24.1
[+] 5672e5e32 python-certifi: Add python-certifi to BBLCLASS
[+] d1ebc62d2 y: update to version 2.2.3
[+] ba6f9d8b imagemagick: Add new PACKAGECONFIG for graphviz
[+] 90092578 libxml2: fix json error
[+] ec66098b20 libgdata2: Fix build when security flags are enabled with clang
[+] 46284bca3 php: Fix aclocal-copy aclocal-copy
[+] 60a727fe8 xmlreader: Update to version 2.1.1
[+] 264255d5 libxml2: Fix build with security flags are enabled with clang
[+] 76d56a75 utouch-frame: utouch-mtview: remove blacklist
[+] c7419bb05 tcap-common: 1.1-11 -> 1.1-14
[+] ccba10c6 nodejs: Add native and nativesdk to BBLCLASS
[+] 352d3f17 samba: update to 4.4.5
[+] 6555c434f6 libltdl: update to 1.1.27
[+] 174a083a3 ct: debug: 2.5.6
[+] e7df93c2e libltdl: update to 1.3.0
[+] 80d32a322 libtest: update to 0.9.29
[+] 4e0b7c7696 libxml2: upgrade to 2.1.8
[+] fcdbf7e8c6 quaggia: 0.99.24.1 -> 1.0.20160315
[+] 74f99d4d samba: Remove depends on gssapi-krb5
[+] 352d3f17 samba: Add recipe for version 1.1.27
[+] 8608c7e2a7 systemctl: Fix No GNU_HASH in the elf binary warnings
[+] 8b7f35f5 libxml2: Fix build with security flags are enabled with clang
[+] 627c6928a python-cython: update to version 0.24.1
[+] 5672e5e32 python-certifi: Add new PACKAGECONFIG for graphviz
[+] d1ebc62d2 y: update to version 2.2.3
[+] ba6f9d8b imagemagick: Add new PACKAGECONFIG for graphviz
[+] 90092578 libxml2: fix json error
[+] ec66098b20 libgdata2: Fix build when security flags are enabled with clang
[+] 46284bca3 php: Fix aclocal-copy aclocal-copy
[+] 60a727fe8 xmlreader: Update to version 2.1.1
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[+] 8d8c1b0c concurrencykit: fix fetch errors.
[+] fe3971b0 openvpn: fix fetch error
[+] 87c92357 engine-pkc11: fix fetch error
[+] 35d6ea9a libmiconrothtp: update 0.9.49 -> 0.9.50
[+] 9b26d76f ttf-lklug: add version 0.6-14.20090830sfc2 to support Sinhala language
[+] 18557f4c ttf-iloith: add version 2 to support Indian languages
[+] 8bct79e5 fontforge-native: support python module
[+] 9c1b56e5 ttf-bhavinsinica: add version 1.500 to support Ambicaric language
[+] 98c05779 glmark2: Fix gcc 6 deprecated declaration error
[+] c29c7ed6 glmark2: Fix gcc 6 configure error
[+] 9d05fadb libmodbus: update to upstream develop version 3.1.4
[+] 886a5da6 opencv: Fix build with gcc 6.0
[+] ce3200ce rygel: add intltool-native dependency
[+] e9b9f327 parted: add intltool-native dependency
[+] c5988c3e libx11: add intltool-native dependency
[+] 0d0b09de networkmanager-openvpn: add intltool-native dependency
[+] 6a445180 gnome-bluez: add intltool-native dependency
[+] 9d9757b5 dconf: add intltool-native dependency
[+] 3d3a451f gqnp: tools: add intltool-native dependency
[+] 0f2d68d9 geoclue: add missing intltool-native dependency
[+] 57f7c3b0 nssoki: add missing intltool-native dependency
[+] e231b1b2 libgdi2: add a recipe for libgdi2 version 0.24.1
[+] fdbe2be3 daemontools: fix QA Issues for daemontools and fix a warning for daemontools-native
[+] 92c500e9 postgresql: 9.4.5 -> 9.4.8
[+] af77b7e9 ccid: update to version 1.4.24
[+] 5d0598700c asio: update to version 1.10.6
[+] 85d54af6 Revert "gnome-disk-utility: blacklist because of avahi-ui"
[+] 70e7f2677f meta-gnome/layer.conf: enable gtk for avahi-ui
[+] 4947e990d xerces-c: upgrade to 3.1.4
[+] bba0a995c ninja: target support builds
[+] 411a4e07 adduser: upgrade to 3.115
[+] 7f6f2f72d grubby: fix no GNU_HASH warning
[+] e48d02b2b network-manager-applet: addmissing intltool-native dependency
[+] 1d4d1e47e mozjs: Fix incorrect usage of PM.
[+] 1db7673c9 git: remove blacklist caused by gitsourceview2 / fix/cleanup build
[+] 092b9cbe7 modemmanager: update to 1.6.0 and unblacklist - libgdm was fixed
[+] 5b0aba7c8 libgdm: update to 1.16.0
[+] 2b8645249 libgnomeui: update to 2.24.5 / fix build on gcc6 / cleanup
[+] e9b87f3f6 nostromo: add dependency for nroff used during compile phase
[+] aac6e11bb nostromo: remove useradd of a user already provided by base-passwd
[+] da81d9ef8 proftpd: return stderr to syslog
[+] bc8f52a5 ntp: make ntp and alternative for ntpd
[+] 32a6fa64a samba: inherit update-rc.d to manage init-script
[+] 8a8076f6f bridge-utils: various build fixes (musl & CFLAGS)
[+] 9fb4afed5 proftpd: clean the host path in prxs
[+] 85d9d1c3e proftpd: fix PACKAGECONFIG settings
[+] 1f8db8c9a proftpd: start at boot time
[+] 4c8547dbf wireshark: inherit perlnative
[+] 03be7a4ab squid: upgrade to 3.5.20
[+] fa2c10ace curlpp: fix QA issue for cavelocteon3
[+] 3683e46f5 snort: fix to remove from blacklist
[+] 1b2f9a93d meta-networking-security_flags.meta: add weak assignment for lcl_maybe_fortify
[+] ab5445c1 meta-networking: override SECURITY_CFLAGS for c-ares
[+] 6ff0ac3e5 meta-networking: Fix gi1c errors
[+] 7482f3d07 libssh2: Add native to BBCLASSEXTEND
[+] 5a319d329 ttf-liberation-sans-narrow: add a ttf font
[+] 958bfe36e contrib: add MIPS_INSTRUCTION_SET
[+] 00f6dc9c6 poco: update to 1.7.3
[+] 898b3977a tokyocabinet: add recipe
[+] 06e58b6f5 cfengine: add recipe and base policy
[+] 5a319d329 ttf-liberation-sans-narrow: add a ttf font
[+] 0b6853fc4 ttf-vlgothic: add a ttf font
[+] aa01ab95a php: update to 5.5.37 and 5.6.23
[+] 520610b6f xfce4-terminal: add dependency on vte9-termcap
[+] 014c361d8 grubby: add grubby 8.40-1
[+] a63b404c3 minicoredumper: add the recipe
[+] 5ed0925c2 makedumpfile: add makedumpfile 1.6.0
[+] b142ab5a0 python-imaging: Fix CVE-2016-2533
[+] 292d8f108 Revert "postgresql: blacklist because tcl in oe-core is broken for last month"
[+] f5da6714f x11vnc: fix do_patch failed
[+] f9f857807 efivar: add COMPATIBLE_HOST item
[+] 8bb4a8bc5 unixodbc: Add the new recipe
[+] 30eab2db7 xfce4-vala: unbreak by telling configure new vala API version
[+] 8f4c447cc packagegroup-tools-bluetooth: Fix incorrect LIC_FILES_CHKSUMs
[+] 9fb4afed5 proftpd: start at boot time
[+] 9fb4afed5 proftpd: return stderr to syslog
[+] 9fb4afed5 proftpd: remove useradd of a user already provided by base-passwd
[+] d0c4bdc2f zeromq: Update to version 4.1.5.
[+] 744666c03 libmodbus: update to upstream develop version 3.1.4
[+] 97e281568 opengl: add opengl to REQUIRED_DISTRO_FEATURES
[+] 9ef5d1df8 nginx: update to version 1.11.2
[+] 96fd3c593 mousepad: remove blacklist caused by gitsourceview2
[+] ca36345b gitsourceview2: fix build with gcc6
[+] a1e64eaae libusb: use libsysfs
[+] 273be2ecc directfb: move recipe to meta-oe
[+] 97e2d154 sshfs-fuse: update to 2.8
[+] 20d8e3607 nodejs: update to 4.4.7
[+] 209e322f vnc: remove redundant RPATH to fix QA issue
[+] e7a8e11f libfxcueui: Use native inttool for building the lib
[+] b8131916 cpuset: add new python package
[+] 5f61ac0b libmad: add the recipe
[+] 1f87c7f3 mp3l23: remove the recipe
[+] 5c9367d8 python-flask-bootstrap: update to version 3.3.4.0 and fix RDEPENDS
[+] 98d829f3 python-flask-navigation: update package RDEPENDS
[+] 06e87e0f python-flask-bcrypt: update package RDEPENDS
[+] 0176c1d6 python-flask: update to include python-click
[+] db07f49a python-click: add recipe for the python click plugin required by the new version of flask
[+] a719f5c9 python-feedformatter: add package RDEPENDS
[+] 7ebe7f15b python-evdev: update to version 0.6.1 and add package RDEPENDS
[+] 1a86f11e1 python-feedparser: add package RDEPENDS
[+] e878ec0cc8 python-epydcc: add package RDEPENDS
[+] 2da8f0b04a python-notify: update to version 2.2.1 and fix RDEPENDS
[+] 7407ad38f python-flup: remove deprecated package
[+] 46e85e5f0 python-django-south: add package RDEPENDS
[+] 795c3f0e python-django: update to version 1.9.7 and add the required RDEPENDS
[+] 1c3e66b95c python-mbdump: update to 0.16.6 and update required RDEPENDS
[+] 3ac2ca006 python-cmd2: update RDEPENDS to pull in required packages
[+] ae9ac58b python-cryptography: update to version 1.4 and remove patches now available with the latest releases

[+] d212a4f95 llirc: inherit python-native instead of pythonnative
[+] 5e68a665f python-offii: update to version 1.7.0
[+] ca90791df python-decorator: add package RDEPENDS
[+] 9a3b8fe8f python-backports-slsl: add package RDEPENDS
[+] 39fc2f0a python-bcrypt: update to version 3.1.0
[+] 900c3f3c python-six: update RDEPENDS to work on both python2.7 and python3
[+] ed55f74bde python-workzeug: update RDEPENDS to work for minimal python2.7 and python3
[+] df3680f288 python: Add RDEPENDS to the package
[+] 09423b4ab4 pytm: update to version 0.4.2
[+] 97f8a24e00 python-pyephem: add RDEPENDS to package
[+] d27a560b python-union: correct RDEPENDS to pull in needed packages python3
[+] 63e6be282a python-urllib3: correct RDEPENDS to work on a minimal python instance
[+] aa1b3173 python-urllib3: update to version 1.16
[+] b7a1e57b0 python-vcversioner: add RDEPENDS for the package
[+] bc892f0b0 python-vcversioner: update to version 2.16.0.0
[+] 045d79eb0 python-visitor: update to version 0.1.3
[+] 56c9b404a python-vbox: add RDEPENDS for the package
[+] 5b4b806a0 python-vbox: update to version 0.9.2
[+] f8c86d490 python-workzeug: update to version 0.11.10
[+] 393fde3e1 python-xmlmox: add RDEPENDS to work correctly in minimal python environment
[+] 8f85b0f05 python-xmlforms: update to version 2.1
[+] 53f4a9f0c python-yappi: add RDEPENDS to work on a minimal python install
[+] 0f086b1a2 python-topointerface: update to version 4.1.7
[+] 4e52a2e59 python-tornado: remove deprecated version 2.2.1
[+] 001d1d12 python-xmlrd: add RDEPENDS to allow module import with a minimal python install
[+] 7c04e733 python-xmlrd: update to version 1.0.0
[+] 812162c15 meta-python: Add Derek Straka as a maintainer
[+] 47565b28a meta-popupimag: Add patch to fix host system fails
[+] f735a3ca6 meta-python-setuptools-scm: Add Python-setuptools-scm-6.0 bb
[+] a97eae5a2 python-pytest-runner: Add Python-pytest-runner dependency
[+] 0207a9516 meta-python-mccabe: Add Python-mccabe dependency
[+] 0207e5316 python-mock: Add Python-pbr-native dependency
[+] 093d27127 python-pbr: Add python-pbr bb
[+] 4f3b4d371 net-snmp: initscripts are located in net-snmp-server-snmp package
[+] 582ed4d44 net-snmp: fix snmpd crash via AgentX connection
[+] a27a4d5c meta-openconf: PACKAGECONFIRG certain dependencies
[+] 4f69d5a9a9 python-pyserial: update to version 3.1.1
[+] e4691b1e1 python-pymisp: update to version 2.4.48.1
[+] 116df5104 python-flask: upgrade to version 0.11.1
[+] 50f2f3e1d python-decorator: update to version 4.0.10
[+] 5b92f3b406 python-yappi: add a recipe for a python profiler
[+] 4f5c7c10e python-pyephem: update recipe to use the pyppi class
[+] 1b2e7337a python-mcrypt: update recipe to use the pyppi class
[+] 1ee1e1b7a python-pyro4: update recipe to use the pyppi class
[+] 7edada4def pyppi: update the base pyppi url to use the package info without requiring the hash
[+] 21de59de0 netmap: blacklist
[+] bbe080c58 amp: use only libsysmbd
[+] 6b2f93c01 ftp: fix issues with multiple sindit definitions and remove from the blacklist
[+] 3f47a2ca4 cdra: fix errors about unused variables and names
[+] 1cb725796 gnome-terminal, toscoterm, vala-terminal, xfreec4-terminal: use vte9
[+] cc279427c vte9: Add vte into meta-native
[+] 3776de47a getst: fix installation in multilib
[+] 5cd8b39a0 gnome-disk-utility: blacklist because of avahi-ui
[+] 18e37a33a1 analyze-suspend: Bump to latest Git version
[+] 0e10d6c166 e1l-modem: include in multi-lib config
[+] c29ee83b2 krb5: add systemd support
[+] 015d480a0 libpython: revert *python-pyobserver*, python-cloudeebus, python-dbusmock: Blacklist because of python-pygobjec

[+] 06930804c python-cloudeebus: fix do_compile failure
[+] 5c6411f61 python-pyobserver: fix do_configure failed
[+] 6d4874e76 libbml1: don't rely on --as-e, obey LDLDFLAGS
[+] 05f63a85e vboxguestHEELs: obey LDLDFLAGS
[+] 6b0d9f4a0 epdf, evince, tracker, gimp, tumble: Remove blacklist caused by poppler build failures
[+] 97906c9e6 evince: fix build errors with gcc-6
[+] 675dad1e2 poppler: fix ambiguity on math functions related to gcc-6
[+] 395f10e9c: address gcc-6 narrowing errors via an explicit cast
[+] d516719e5 libbml1: update to version 1.14.2
[+] 559c1ac89 crash: update to version 7.1.5
[+] 7e40e825c getst: add a patch to fix incorrect indentation issues and remove -Wno-error=misleading-indentation
[+] 09488a5a5 tvaheadend: add a patch to fix issues with gcc 6 and drop the -Wno-error=misleading-indentation
[+] d24e589e2 p1sip: update to version 15.14.1
[+] e167b7e4e iperf: resolve issues with gcc-6
[+] e092a9547 vboxguestdrivers: blacklist because of avahi-ui
[+] 6292a6956 python-flup: Security fixes via Upgrade to 4.2.8p8
[+] f0756d160 crda, lftp, blacklist: fails to build with gcc-6
[+] 05e140292 libnputphoto2, v4l-utils: blacklist, not compatible with libjpeg-turbo-1.5.0
[+] 00b94af024 python-config: update to version 3.1.1
[+] 170d3f78872 changes_chinook_3.0.0_dab_3.99.3.txt
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To build with gcc−6
inal, libgnomecups, gtksourceview2, libgweather, libgnomeui, tracker, gimp, poppler, mousepad, goffice, tasks: blacklist, fails
−6 or glibc−2.24
td, gtkmathview, tcsh, glcompbench, geos, libspatialite, geis, grail, opencv, openwbem, fwts: blacklist, fails to build with gcc
ken

td, gtkmathview, tcsh, glcompbench, geos, libspatialite, geis, grail, opencv, openwbem, fwts: blacklist, fails to build with gcc
−6 or glibc−2.24

Python−cryptography: fix compile issue with openssl 1.0.2h

Poppler: update to 0.43.0

Geany: update to 1.27

Geany−plugins: initial add 1.27

UIM: Fix Warning

LLVM: make llvm−config wrapper error message more understandable

OpenLMI−networking: add missing dep on konkretcmpi−native

Networkmanager: add missing dep on intltool−native

Networkmanager: add missing dep on dbus−glib−native

X11vnc: remove old libtool macros from acinclude.m4

Initramfs−kexecboot−klibc−image: Skip for nios2

Assimp: Add recipe for Open Asset Import Library

Mesa−glut: Remove the recipe

Python−cffi: update to version 1.6.0

Python−enum34: update to version 1.1.6

Python−greenlet: update to version 0.4.9

Python−mock: update to version 2.0.0

Python−monotonic: update to version 1.1

Python−pip: update to version 8.1.2

Python−psutil: update to version 4.2.0

Python−pyopenssl: update to version 16.0.0

Python−pyroute2: update to version 0.3.22

Python−pytz: update to version 2016.4

Python−urllib3: update to version 1.15.1

Python−thrift: update to version 0.9.3

Florence: move to latest GTK2 version 0.5.4

Fontforge: add back gnulib to DEPENDS

Iptraf: Fix rootfs creation errors

Openct: Fix rootfs creation errors

Ntp: avoid floating dependency on mdns (aka mDNSResponder)

Squid: CVE−2016−4553

Opensaf: update to 5.0.0

Netkit−rsh: fix build issue.

Postfix: Fix rootfs creation errors

Esmtpl: Fix rootfs creation errors

Tk: Fix rootfs creation errors

Libtevent: add missing libaio dependency

Libtdb: add missing libaio dependency

Libtalloc: add missing libaio dependency

Libldb: add missing libaio dependency

Geany−plugins: fix build

Dvd−apps: Fix several QA WARNINGS

Python−simplejson: change to setuptools

Gnome−menus: Fix QA warnings.

Efivar−native: fix compile failure with older host gcc (<=4.6)

Plymouth: allow disabling the dracut dep

Liveljpt: fix build issues, obey more vars

Efivar−native: fix compile failure with older host gcc (<=4.6)

Nginx: update stable version to 1.10.1

Nginx: update to version 1.11.1

Libftdi: update to 1.3

Toybox: Upgrade to 0.7.1

Meta−oe: override SECURITY_CFLAGS for llvm3.3

Abiword, Gnome−vfs: Use print as a function
+ aa27c9e46 meta-gnome: use bb.utils.contains() instead of base.contains()
+ ba250e45 [meta-gnome]: use bb.utils.contains() instead of base.contains()
+ 277f5f45 meta-multimedia: use bb.utils.contains() instead of base.contains()
+ e0f7b5764 meta-xfce: use bb.utils.contains() instead of base.contains()
+ ab9f49dab meta-video: use bb.utils.contains() instead of base.contains()
+ 1f01c11f meta-oe: use bb.utils.contains() instead of base.contains()
+ 7235b55fc libuxbox: update to the latest git version for bug fixes
+ 5cb82393d concurrencykit: update to version 0.5.1
+ 26754a6e8 bootchart: update to 1.17
+ 0817d596e libgee: update to the latest stable version (0.18.0)
+ 81967f0af log4jplus: update to version 1.2.0
+ 3b4e8e690 libio-pty-perl: update to version 1.12
+ 5d87a6b7f libxml++: update to the latest stable version (2.38.1)
+ 85efc754f python-parted: update to version 3.10.7
+ 9d571b2f0 morjs: fix arm build
+ 63605ee0d initramfs-ddebbug-kexecboot-image: zero out the rootfs_extra_space in initramfs images
+ d436de861 gtest, gmock: allow building gtest-native and gmock-native
+ 969d4c7dc crash: add cross package
+ 270a6f60a Add simple-mtfs recipe
+ 8349b2fa python-viitor: Add recipe for version 0.1.2
+ d376d923 python-netaddr: Add recipe for version 0.7.18
+ 970b87999 proton-dominate: Add recipe for version 2.2.0
+ 71d0afd72 fixe: fix license issue.
+ 7a7863b51 xcursesorgen: fix License issue
+ 4785738be udisk2: fix build issue with missing dependencies
+ fb30ae961 nodejs: update to 4.4.3
+ 64751e14d apache2: update to 2.4.20
+ 3a8555d50 librmodbus: add support for the libmodbus development release
+ 967e7b7bd python-wtforms: Add recipe for version 2.0.2
+ 49be35175d python-panini: Add recipe for version 1.8.2
+ 40c7fa566 python-flask-wtf: Add recipe for version 0.12
+ 3e4ed966f python-flask-sqlalchemy: Add recipe for version 2.1
+ 381d9844f python-flask-navigation: Add recipe for version 0.2.0
+ 962ea237f python-flask-bootstrap: Add recipe for version 3.1.5.7
+ 00d5887fd python-flask-bcrypt: Add recipe for version 0.7.1
+ 5a7f26794 python-blinker: Add recipe for version 1.4
+ 536d146e0 nginx: update to 1.9.14
+ bfa6d10c9 unipkg: unblacklist and disable parallel make
+ bbb8373df nginx: update to 1.9.14
+ d436de861 lllvm: correct fix for the multilib libdird
+ 636347253 python-whoosh: update to 2.7.4
+ f2d266e62 python-decorator: update to 4.0.9
+ 3af0c3062 python-dateutil: update to 2.5.2
+ 4a90c2c29 python-cython: update to 0.24
+ eaa03b0c9 krb5: add native and compat build
+ c076bb9e7 ne10: use bb.build for debug messages
+ 54a180a1d libbonobo-1nc: add libbonobo-bin package by lib_package class
+ d5e7b12d libhtml-parser-perl: update to 3.3.2
+ 5e1d3c195 libxslt-labels-dist-perl: update to 0.0.11
+ eadb83e50 libxslt-xml-perl: update to 0.0.08
+ 4c5d9a653 libencode-perl: update to 2.83
+ caeaa0001 libxml-perl: update to 1.6.34
+ fa4bb33b4 libidb-sqlite-perl: update to 1.50
+ 40df1d61 libncurses-perl: update to 1.34
+ 547e92f2f libcrypt-openssl-random-perl: update to 0.11
+ 2aa0662a2 libcap-perl: update to 0.36
+ baf5235e0 adduser: update to 3.115
+ ccb3b24ff libtomview2: update to 2.2.0 -> 3.0.0
+ 53d6166e0 gnome-themes: fix icon-name-mapping not found
+ c4358e718 fcgfs: update SRC_URI to match new path to fcgfs-2.4.0.tar.gz archive
+ 9ece354bd openbox: add run time dependency on openbox-themes-clearlooks
+ 8c1f27f nodejs: update to 4.4.2
+ 3dfe43a40 vnc: stage vncscript
+ eb4ce065f openconnect: add recipe
+ 4bad949eb ctdb: drop duplicated DESCRIPTION
+ 6914b9134 ctdb: redepend on procps
+ da1fb9145 ctdb: disable the service by default
+ e6f4be6c5 isci-target: resolve build error with the multilib libdird
+ a9db6108 c-ares: Add package to networking
+ 60c16f65c lddap: update to version 0.9.2
+ 12e361c3e4d samba: add volatile file to support readonly roots
+ 237ade40f dsnmask: get system only working again
+ 4caed0062 libtalibco: Update to latest stable
+ b0293b153 libtdb: Update to latest stable
+ 59a7e58f4 libnet: Update to latest stable
+ 3c758f7f9 libidb: Update to latest stable
+ 70bde9acc samba: Update to latest stable
+ 0627a4737 cyrus-sasl: Drop unneeded group addition

meta-qcom changed from 3be8f35353535829a7f73742ed977c07e67555c8c to 26380970beb5ea04e8e8c10944d53e0db8e4
- 3be83355353535829a7f73742ed977c07e67555c8c: update with Linaro 16.09 release
- e9c0596e firmware-qcom-dragnetboard40c: update to 1.4.0
- 8bfbaa0 Linux-linaro-qcom: add 4.7 release branch for AQP096 machines
- 792bba0 Linux-linaro-qcom-bootimg: set LD_LIBRARY_PATH as nothing
dtbtool
- dfe8e24e dragonboard-410c: create 32-bit machine configuration
- fb334ca skales: upgrade version
- 4716d6 dragonboard-410c: remove unused variable
- c3a58c8b3 Linux-linaro-qcom-bootimg: create missing symlink for the boot image
- ffa8a508e Linux-linaro-qcom-bootimg: consolidate deployment steps
- b5a0cb4 Linux-linaro-qcom-bootimg: move KERNEL_IMAGE_BASE_NAME
- 19980d88 libbonobo-1nc: remove duplicate append
- 193f0e66 Linux-linaro-qcom-bootimg: move QCOM_BOOTING_ROOTFS settings
- 6238974 Linux-linaro-qcom-bootimg: create missing dependency
- 8d67a734 Merge branch 'jethro' into krogoth
- f6101cf Merge branch 'gsps-bbappend' into krogoth
- 8b68dd4c Merge branch 'jethro' into krogoth
- a559650 libxml: apply kgsi patch only for 2.4.67
- 26380970 Linux-linaro-qcom-bootimg: update kernel
- dbd4a2c dragonboard-820c: add firmware for ath10k
- a0e16e7 Linux-linaro-qcom-bootimg: update kernel version
This page contains a list of changes related to Raspberry Pi, specifically related to the vc4Graphics feature. The changes include updates to various configuration files, additions of new configurations, and fixes to existing ones. Here are some highlights:

- **rpi-base.inc**: Add vc4-kms-v3d to the overlays to support vc4graphics.
- **raspberrypi0.conf**: Set the default value of VC4_CMA_SIZE to support vc4graphics.
- **raspberrypi2.conf**: Set the default value of VC4_CMA_SIZE to support vc4graphics.
- **raspberrypi3.conf**: Set the default value of VC4_CMA_SIZE to support vc4graphics.
- **rpi-config_git.bb**: Add v4c overlay to config.txt to support vc4graphics.
- **wayland/weston_.bbappend**: Modify configuration options to support vc4graphics.
- **mesa_.bbappend**: New file to add the correct configuration options to support vc4graphics.
- **linux-rpi.inc**: Add the configuration options required to support vc4graphics.
- **linux-rasmberrypi-4.4**: Add patch to enable proper operation of renderD128 device.
- **linux-rasmberrypi**: Add recipe for 4.7 release.
- **linux-rasmberrypi_3.18**: Remove firmware, userland.
- **vc4graphics**: Support X11 with the VC4 driver.
- **Switch to using 4.4 as default kernel**
- **sdcard_image-rpi.bbclass**: Avoid corrupted images with latest oe-core.
- **linux-rasmberrypi_4.4**: Upgrade to 4.4.23.
- **sdcard_image-rpi.bbclass**: Remove redundant RPI_KERNEL_VERSION.
- **firmware**: Upgrade to latest.
- **linux-rasmberrypi_4.8**: Upgrade to 4.8.12.
- **u-boot**: Fix appending to RDEPENDS.
- **linux-rasmberrypi_4.9**: Upgraded to 4.9.4.
- **linux-rasmberrypi_4.4**: Upgrade to 4.4.28.
- **gstreamer1.0-plugins-bad_.bbappend**: Set PACKAGECONFIG_GL for RPi.
- **linux-rasmberrypi-4.4**: Update to 4.4.35.
- **firmware**: Update to latest.
- **u-boot**: Simplify boot script.
- **linux-rasmberrypi**: Drop v4.8.
- **raspberrypi0.conf**: Use a stand alone machine configuration.
- **raspberrypi.conf**: Have the ability to overwrite SERIAL_CONSOLE.
- **raspberrypi3-64.conf**: Make SERIAL_CONSOLE overwritable.

Additional changes include fixes for various issues, such as typos, updates to kernel versions, and changes to configuration files. The list also includes changes to dependencies and fixes for specific devices and platforms.
meta-renesas changed from d53759600dc1e97ce47ba7b0f7958b10512386a to refs/tags/dab/3.99.3

- 22/64 Monday July 24, 2017
- changes_chinook_3.0.0_dab_3.99.3.txt

+ 6e53dd rpi-default-providers.inc: change default providers to support vc4graphics
+ 92d08b classes/rpi.bbclass: support for .dbb files for dtb overlays
+ d9ff2a /linux-raspberry-rpi-base.bbclass: support for .dbb files for dtb overlays
+ 09b764 rpi-base.inc: support for .dbb files for dtb overlays
+ 18a2bb /linux-raspberry-rpi_4.4.bb: support for .dbb files for dtb overlays

meta-rust changed from d53759600dc1e97ce47ba7b0f7958b10512386a to refs/tags/dab/3.99.3

+ 5f567d changes in /scripts.mk:
  - META-RUST
  - USE_RUST
  - RUST_BIN

+ 3e905e Set defaultbranch to chinook in gitreview
+ 82a0db Fix CVE-2017-1000364 by backporting the patches from 3.10.10
+ ae3bda Add .gitreview for dab
+ 39902b BBP's should not ship files in /usr/local/
+ 118d1f Fix gstreamer1.0-plugins build
+ 1b7a1ae Fix the dynamic around.state file installation
+ 0f5f654 FIXFILEEXEPATH statement
+ 591467 Fix broken license deployment
+ 97d053 Remove fix Add-gst-recorder for gen2
+ 0f6f9a meta-renesas setup: typo fixes
+ d38c164 meta-renesas: don't cd, just unzip
+ e570e54 Add driver loading for cluster modules
+ 94f9775 rcr-gen2: linux-renesas: Fix gst-record plug-in critical logs
+ 35289ad replace deprecated function base_contains
+ 30ed2cf fix documentation about meta build
+ 113e017 fix directory name for mesa recipes
+ c778279 gstreamer1.0-plugins: add missing dependency on autconf
+ b276e86 Fix bitbake parsing
+ faa416c fix md5sum for fdpm-kernel-module
+ 7454244 fix md5sum for vpm-kernel-module
+ 222358 fix build ppp for kernel 3.10
+ af59127 fix uboot build with gcc
+ 52ce0a1 fix kernel build with gcc6
+ f874edc update mesa from version 11 to 12
+ 8252ddd force mesa version
+ 463de36 update libegl
+ cc9813b update libgbm
+ 4f9ad6c update wayland-kms
+ f71d907 add backport of libnbl
+ 2420779 Add exec to remove get cache in weston.service
+ bdf1a0 rcr-gen2: linux-renesas: Add audio patch to fix SPEC-365
+ a42base weston: fix missing dependencies
+ d21c559 patch to gst to add export of DMA fd of input port
+ 284877c Add sharing screen support to Weston via h.264
+ baeac5c patch libgbm to retrieve DMA fd for gbm_surface
+ 5589bbf rcr-gen2: vsp2-kernel-module: Add recipe
+ b306ea9 Change DA9063 I2C address to 0x5A since we are using high-speed interface
+ b8e0801 remove wayland-kms weston backport
+ 70f81fc Backport fix for CVE-2016-5195

meta-rust changed from d0663639a08ed60bb3d6eb99e3e2045b21b53c to a506df4ba4b186e31117d5bdc6a54844583a4fd

+ a506df4 rust: update the rust compiler to use PACKAGE_ARCH to ensure older processors can run created executables when building targets that have newer features
+ 929e57 fetch: fix check for local ref path
+ ef7228d README: swath of updates to reflect the current state
+ 2879fc1 scripts/fetch: add missing die statement
+ 929e57 fetch: Revert "libigl2: remove obsolete items from common inc"
+ 270248f Revert "libigl2: remove recipe that is now in meta-openembedded"
+ fe41313 Revert "libbsh2: remove recipe append that is now in meta-openembedded"
+ 92746f Merge branch 'krogoth' into krogoth
+ 849dd2d Merge pull request #127 from meta-rust/workaround-crasher
+ 1f18869 workaround bug in the --c crate_hash option
+ 65ae054 Merge pull request #124 from cardoe/mic-updates
+ 0340c31 fix bad engrish
+ d364837 merge rust-vars and rust-triples to rust-common
+ 43c139f rust: remove --disable-static-only for rust
+ 487e670 crate.py: use BPN instead of PN
+ 6083df drop rust-installer.bbclass
+ 034966 cargo: use install targets to avoid rust-installer
+ 929e57 fetch: Revert "leon-avahi/krogoth"
+ fcbbdf compiler-rt: fix toolchain installer
+ 004d8f7 Merge pull request #129 from cardoe/krogoth-merge
+ d21c559 patch to gst to add export of DMA fd of input port
+ 284877c Add sharing screen support to Weston via h.264
+ baeac5c patch libgbm to retrieve DMA fd for gbm_surface
+ 5589bbf rcr-gen2: vsp2-kernel-module: Add recipe
+ b306ea9 Change DA9063 I2C address to 0x5A since we are using high-speed interface
+ b8e0801 remove wayland-kms weston backport
+ 70f81fc Backport fix for CVE-2016-5195
[−] dd8ec293 srio-ldd: Bump version
[−] 39fc409 sa-ldd: Bump version
[−] 3aa54808 ml-ldd: Bump version
[−] 8da412de pa-ldd: Bump version
[−] 5aa6c4eb common-csi-1p: Move to new make infrastructure & Bump version
[−] 1a4349fb ti-pdk: Add makefile support for ti-pdk.bbclass for RTOS components
[−] 542b6df1 ti-sgx-ddk-km: disable active power management
[−] 01ed785d ti-sgx-ddk-um: disable active power management
[−] 3008197e linux-ti-staging: update to ti2016.02-rc2 tag, update DTBs
[−] 30f47c66 u-boot-ti-staging: update to ti2016.02-rc2 tag
[−] 00fdd53b ti-ipc: Update comment on IPC tag
[−] 6ed4d792 dvpce-fw: Update SRCREV for adding new API
[−] 1a71adfa uio-module-drvt-test: Updates to fix issues with Keystone platforms
[−] 1847aad u-boot-ti-staging: add support for ARM7S0x HS platform
[−] 215ebb netcp-pa-fw: update to version 3.0.1.17
[−] 1a66cfa8 am33-cm3: update to the latest for am3 ddr fixes
[−] 15f8eb78 am57xx-hs-evt: add ARM HS platform config
[−] 3c5c5a ti-sgx-ddk-um: update to ti2016.02-rc3 tag
[−] 25946fa7 license: update to include examples and documentation with the package
[−] 2a57c477 ti-sgx-ddk-um: update srcrev and bump PR
[−] b094ed07 machine: explicitly list ubifs in IMAGE_FSTYPES, so RM_OLD_IMAGE works
[−] 32e70f k2-gpio: add opencl feature
[−] d098d0cc linux-ti-staging: Update pru uio dtb entries
[−] 26595444 machine: bump max_leb_cnt for am3/am4 platforms
[−] 859db32a ti-sgx-ddk-um: update to final.2016.05 and ti2016.01-rc3 tag
[−] 594cb01 linux-ti-staging: update to 4.4.11 and ti2016.01-rc3 tag
[−] 995aa28 machine: add opencl feature to corresponding platforms
[−] 46594c47 pru-icss: Add new device tree target am572x-hd-pru-excl-uio.dbg
[−] 816621b u-boot-ti-staging: update to ti2016.01-rc2 tag
[−] c59c5c79 linux-ti-staging: update to 4.4.10 and ti2016.01-rc2 tag
[−] 769e7f05 uio-module-drvt: Update to 2.0.0.0 GA version
[−] 3f98e61c ti-sgx-ddk-um: update srcrev and bump PR
[−] 5d64f164 ti-softwarev2: bump SRCREV to version to 2.0.0.0
[−] 460ce7d0 linux-ti-staging: update to ti2017.02-rc6 tag
[−] 1a3b755 u-boot-ti-staging: update to ti2017.02-rc6 tag
[−] dcd6c2d code-engine: remove outdated components
[−] 8dad3f97 gstreamer-ti: remove outdated component
[−] 317a0198 ti-framework-components: drop ti-staging.inc
[−] f99ed861 dvpce-fw: drop ti-staging.inc
[−] 3a47b733 ipum-fw: drop ti-staging.inc
[−] 61ff66ca edma3-li-rtos: drop ti-staging.inc and fix file-redeps PA check
[−] 75bbd8df6 linux-ti-staging: include pru-uio device tree files for am3/am4
[−] 9c513475 uio-test-pruss: version bump to 1.0.1.0 and add support for am3/am4
[−] a2f70dce uio-module-drvt: update to 2.0.0.0 and add test support for am3/am4
[−] 6d4df7f7 startware-rtos: added recipe for RTOS startware
poky changed from ae9b341ecfcc60e970f29cfe04306411ad26c0cf to fd7f2d644a94bbb951c0bed11af7deb35f1cfb22

[−] 06ed5c5a10 useradd: use bindir_native for pseudo PATH
[−] 8e5e92193a openssl: Security fix CVE-2016-2182
[−] 7026b2b05a openssl: Security fix CVE-2016-6302
[−] 5f97311702 openssl: Security fix CVE-2016-6303
[−] e08094e604 openssl: Security fix CVE-2016-6304
[−] 2b330e5439 openssl: Security fix CVE-2016-6306
[−] 2ea93e2b1d useradd.bbclass: Strip trailing ';' in cmd params
[−] a78dddb624 pulseaudio: Disable unit tests
[−] 5b24e5b39b tzcode-native: Update to 2016g
[−] 82641d700d multilib_header: avoid sstate checksum issues for −nativesdk recipes
[−] 4b27738c5e python: Security fix CVE-2016-1000110
[−] 88b7f1a1e2 yocto-project-qs: Fixed Minnow MAX build example
[−] 40f4a6d075 bsp-guide: Updated the yocto-bsp create selections in the example.
[−] 732dd581f3 glibc: fix CVE−2016−1234, CVE−2016−3075, CVE−2016−5417
[−] 8f5becc3ab archiver: fix gcc-source handling
[−] 7343438092 bind: Free state checksum issues for −nativesdk recipes
[−] b108f2a6de recipetool: create: fix handling of github URLs
[−] bd2cc670be lib/oe/recipeutils: fix patch_recipe*() with empty input
[−] a7c3e18de0 recipetool: create: fix greedy regex that broke support for github tarballs
[−] 95e3d71080 devtool: add: fix error message when only specifying a recipe name
[−] b169435134 classes/externalsrc: re-run do_configure when configure files change
[−] 53766fb01f devtool: Use the wildcard flag in update_recipe_patch
[−] 191666022a binutils: Fix gas error with cfi_section inconsistencies
[−] c4061a0a68 dropbear: fix multiple CVEs
[−] 57531002b8 bash: Security fix CVE-2016-0634
[−] 2cb87d12d2 libgcc-common.inc: Fix broken symlinks for multilib SDK
[−] 49de8caab0 linux-yocto/4.1: update to 4.1.33
[−] ca9d26a08d linux-yocto/4.4: update to v4.4.22
[−] 0d390bfb5a linux-yocto/4.1/4.4: remove inappropriate standard/base patches
[−] f7ec29ca3f linux-yocto/4.4/4.8: kernel config warning cleanups
[−] cc811f4992 linux-yocto/4.4: update to v4.4.26
[−] e2c2d723ed parselogs.py: Add amd_nb error to x86_common whitelist
[−] d72e66f34b parselogs.py: Add dmi and ioremap errors to ignore list for core2
[−] 1b9a98f78c parselogs: Ignore amb_nb warning messages under qemux86-
[−] f06fasac03 bb:event: fix infinite loop on print ui_queue
[−] 0e818f2e74 pulseaudio: Disable unit tests
[−] 409dfdf4 meta-linux-yocto: update to 4.4.2.46
[−] 0aefdf304e bb:fetch: fix copy files with −H
[−] 2ca9d26a08d linux-yocto/4.4: update to v4.4.26
[−] f8897495 ti-softhsmv2: bump SRCREV to version to 2.0.0.0
[−] cre9b341ecfc60e970f29cfe04306411ad26c0cf to fd7f2d644a94bbb951c0bed11af7deb35f1cfb22
[−] 3bf29a3b36 dev-manual: Fixed typo for "(INC_PR).0".
[−] 0742a843b documentation: Updated manual rev tables for Dec 2016 2.1.2 release
[−] 409dfdf4 meta-linux-yocto: update to 4.4.2.46
[−] 0aefdf304e bb:fetch: fix copy files with −H
[−] 2ca9d26a08d linux-yocto/4.4: update to v4.4.26
[−] f8897495 ti-softhsmv2: bump SRCREV to version to 2.0.0.0
[−] cre9b341ecfc60e970f29cfe04306411ad26c0cf to fd7f2d644a94bbb951c0bed11af7deb35f1cfb22
[−] 3bf29a3b36 dev-manual: Fixed typo for "(INC_PR).0".
[−] 0742a843b documentation: Updated manual rev tables for Dec 2016 2.1.2 release
[−] 409dfdf4 meta-linux-yocto: update to 4.4.2.46
[−] 0aefdf304e bb:fetch: fix copy files with −H
[−] 2ca9d26a08d linux-yocto/4.4: update to v4.4.26
[−] f8897495 ti-softhsmv2: bump SRCREV to version to 2.0.0.0
[−] cre9b341ecfc60e970f29cfe04306411ad26c0cf to fd7f2d644a94bbb951c0bed11af7deb35f1cfb22
[−] 3bf29a3b36 dev-manual: Fixed typo for "(INC_PR).0".
[−] 0742a843b documentation: Updated manual rev tables for Dec 2016 2.1.2 release
[−] 409dfdf4 meta-linux-yocto: update to 4.4.2.46
[−] 0aefdf304e bb:fetch: fix copy files with −H
[−] 2ca9d26a08d linux-yocto/4.4: update to v4.4.26
[−] f8897495 ti-softhsmv2: bump SRCREV to version to 2.0.0.0
31351c1e4f feature-arm-neon:inc: restore vfpv3-d16 support
2461e00d5b arm64: LDW instruction: fix incorrect split on core with mpu enabled.
2954bea4e6 populate_sdk_ext.bbclass: Show logfile in case the SDK EXE installation failed.
2f1f4e1f75 classes/image/uml: allow different filesystems to be used for VM images.
2f41d78e74 image_types: fix image/compression dependency collection.
aba5e15395 libpcre: Fix CVE-2016-3191.
55b7e16dd1 libsvcs: Make sure variables used in data structures are initialized with 0.
7975bf7adb aix also-lib: Fix incorrect appl pointer when smap-convert() returns error.
fa60e6cc6b gdb: Fix QA warning (ulibc).
2806ed3f09 base-files: add some safety checks in profile.
2277956b3c bitbake.conf: change APACHE_MIRROR to point at archive.apache.org.
e57607c2d mesa: add PACKAGECONFIG for gbm.
4f2e90e68c libzsettings/client: Fix COPYING file.
2d141f7eb6 dbi-test: install executables not Libtool wrapper scripts.
3b731d0bf3 meso-demos: remove demos using obsolete screen surface.
468f98c6b8 gcc: Explicitly set rootdir from pkg-config.
36f7d63b19 libnewt: replace fedorahosted.org SRC_URI with pagure.io source.
4a483e6911 elfutils: update homepage and upstream source.
47fc2d6139 sstate.bbclass: check if mirror directory is writable.
4775f754dc python.powert: remove redundant gnome-common dependency.
2908c267f2 recipes-core: create: fix calling back to declared license for rpm packages.
e899e4a3f1 recipes-core: create: fix picking up false rpm package directories.
3a1bb04685 autoools: add default for CACHED_CONFIGUREVARS.
5b6e8ab1f4 packagegroup-core-lib: fix whitespace in meta-q* warnings.
6132f4733a sysvinit-inittapp: restrict labels to 4 chars.
7b1f0d2f06 tooldir: replace source built-in call.
55b7f5a0e6 oeqa/selftest/buildoptions: remove buildhistory signature test.
7a92c580f7 oeqa/selftest/buildoptions: add missing MEGA_CRYPTO to PACKAGECONFIG.
c29363ce69 cross-localdef-native.22.bb: Use autotools test.
99b9f011f1 insane.bbclass: remove workdir from package_qa_check_license().
76637ee778 qemu: remove explicit but redundant native build definitions.
3e87f86180 buildroot: remove obsolete handle directories.
73761bd8ac gnome-desktop: remove redundant gnome-common dependency.
e5775f7542 recipes-core: remove redundant gnome-common dependency.
2902c627f1 recipetools: create: fix calling back to declared license for rpm packages.
e899e4a3f1 recipetools: create: fix picking up false rpm package directories.
3a1bb04685 autoools: add default for CACHED_CONFIGUREVARS.
5b6e8ab1f4 packagegroup-core-lib: fix whitespace in meta-q* warnings.
6132f4733a sysvinit-inittapp: restrict labels to 4 chars.
7b1f0d2f06 tooldir: replace source built-in call.
55b7f5a0e6 oeqa/selftest/buildoptions: remove buildhistory signature test.
7a92c580f7 oeqa/selftest/buildoptions: add missing MEGA_CRYPTO to PACKAGECONFIG.
c29363ce69 cross-localdef-native.22.bb: Use autotools test.
99b9f011f1 insane.bbclass: remove workdir from package_qa_check_license().
76637ee778 qemu: remove explicit but redundant native build definitions.
3e87f86180 buildroot: remove obsolete handle directories.
73761bd8ac gnome-desktop: remove redundant gnome-common dependency.
e5775f7542 recipes-core: remove redundant gnome-common dependency.
2902c627f1 recipetools: create: fix calling back to declared license for rpm packages.
e899e4a3f1 recipetools: create: fix picking up false rpm package directories.
3a1bb04685 autoools: add default for CACHED_CONFIGUREVARS.
5b6e8ab1f4 packagegroup-core-lib: fix whitespace in meta-q* warnings.
6132f4733a sysvinit-inittapp: restrict labels to 4 chars.
7b1f0d2f06 tooldir: replace source built-in call.
55b7f5a0e6 oeqa/selftest/buildoptions: remove buildhistory signature test.
7a92c580f7 oeqa/selftest/buildoptions: add missing MEGA_CRYPTO to PACKAGECONFIG.
c29363ce69 cross-localdef-native.22.bb: Use autotools test.
99b9f011f1 insane.bbclass: remove workdir from package_qa_check_license().
76637ee778 qemu: remove explicit but redundant native build definitions.
3e87f86180 buildroot: remove obsolete handle directories.
73761bd8ac gnome-desktop: remove redundant gnome-common dependency.
e5775f7542 recipes-core: remove redundant gnome-common dependency.
2902c627f1 recipetools: create: fix calling back to declared license for rpm packages.
e899e4a3f1 recipetools: create: fix picking up false rpm package directories.
3a1bb04685 autoools: add default for CACHED_CONFIGUREVARS.
5b6e8ab1f4 packagegroup-core-lib: fix whitespace in meta-q* warnings.
6132f4733a sysvinit-inittapp: restrict labels to 4 chars.
7b1f0d2f06 tooldir: replace source built-in call.
55b7f5a0e6 oeqa/selftest/buildoptions: remove buildhistory signature test.
7a92c580f7 oeqa/selftest/buildoptions: add missing MEGA_CRYPTO to PACKAGECONFIG.
c29363ce69 cross-localdef-native.22.bb: Use autotools test.
99b9f011f1 insane.bbclass: remove workdir from package_qa_check_license().
76637ee778 qemu: remove explicit but redundant native build definitions.
3e87f86180 buildroot: remove obsolete handle directories.
73761bd8ac gnome-desktop: remove redundant gnome-common dependency.
e5775f7542 recipes-core: remove redundant gnome-common dependency.
2902c627f1 recipetools: create: fix calling back to declared license for rpm packages.
e899e4a3f1 recipetools: create: fix picking up false rpm package directories.
3a1bb04685 autoools: add default for CACHED_CONFIGUREVARS.
5b6e8ab1f4 packagegroup-core-lib: fix whitespace in meta-q* warnings.
6132f4733a sysvinit-inittapp: restrict labels to 4 chars.
7b1f0d2f06 tooldir: replace source built-in call.
55b7f5a0e6 oeqa/selftest/buildoptions: remove buildhistory signature test.
7a92c580f7 oeqa/selftest/buildoptions: add missing MEGA_CRYPTO to PACKAGECONFIG.
c29363ce69 cross-localdef-native.22.bb: Use autotools test.
99b9f011f1 insane.bbclass: remove workdir from package_qa_check_license().
76637ee778 qemu: remove explicit but redundant native build definitions.
3e87f86180 buildroot: remove obsolete handle directories.
73761bd8ac gnome-desktop: remove redundant gnome-common dependency.
e5775f7542 recipes-core: remove redundant gnome-common dependency.
2902c627f1 recipetools: create: fix calling back to declared license for rpm packages.
e899e4a3f1 recipetools: create: fix picking up false rpm package directories.
3a1bb04685 autoools: add default for CACHED_CONFIGUREVARS.
5b6e8ab1f4 packagegroup-core-lib: fix whitespace in meta-q* warnings.
6132f4733a sysvinit-inittapp: restrict labels to 4 chars.
7b1f0d2f06 tooldir: replace source built-in call.
55b7f5a0e6 oeqa/selftest/buildoptions: remove buildhistory signature test.
7a92c580f7 oeqa/selftest/buildoptions: add missing MEGA_CRYPTO to PACKAGECONFIG.
c29363ce69 cross-localdef-native.22.bb: Use autotools test.
99b9f011f1 insane.bbclass: remove workdir from package_qa_check_license().
76637ee778 qemu: remove explicit but redundant native build definitions.
3e87f86180 buildroot: remove obsolete handle directories.
73761bd8ac gnome-desktop: remove redundant gnome-common dependency.
e5775f7542 recipes-core: remove redundant gnome-common dependency.
2902c627f1 recipetools: create: fix calling back to declared license for rpm packages.
e899e4a3f1 recipetools: create: fix picking up false rpm package directories.
3a1bb04685 autoools: add default for CACHED_CONFIGUREVARS.
5b6e8ab1f4 packagegroup-core-lib: fix whitespace in meta-q* warnings.
6132f4733a sysvinit-inittapp: restrict labels to 4 chars.
7b1f0d2f06 tooldir: replace source built-in call.
55b7f5a0e6 oeqa/selftest/buildoptions: remove buildhistory signature test.
7a92c580f7 oeqa/selftest/buildoptions: add missing MEGA_CRYPTO to PACKAGECONFIG.
c29363ce69 cross-localdef-native.22.bb: Use autotools test.
99b9f011f1 insane.bbclass: remove workdir from package_qa_check_license().
76637ee778 qemu: remove explicit but redundant native build definitions.
lticonfig
+
+8f91680a bitbake: bitbake: cooker: Handle infinity queue overflows more gracefully
+e7f1e064 cooker: Fix world task/step generation issue
+
+a41abf823 bitbake: bitbake: utils: Avoid traceback errors
+
+6a373aa377 libgcc−common: Don’t apply symlinks for nativesdk
+e2f4433aa0 bitbake: Add inclusion of BB_CURRENT_MC after local.conf
+
+6f65543778 uninitiative: Parameterize the use of STAGING_DIR
+31086e5335 selftest: wic: fix test_setup
+
+65a52caaf8 utilities: Always use datastore’s PATH for hostoscope_version
+51e22266d valgrind: make ld−XXX.so strlen intercept optional
+
+a3f47740 uninitiative: rebuild uninitiative for gcc 4.8 and 4.9
+
+ea4bf15de dev: Fix more NULL pointer defects
+
+b35198b666 libxml2: fix CVE−2016−4658 Disallow namespace nodes in XPointer points and ranges
+
+927930a9a9 libxml2: Necessary changes before fixing CVE−2016−5131
+
+41e8df8282 lib/roofs: fix_log_check warnings being printed twice with RPM packaging
+ba737313b3 libtiff: Update to 4.0.7
+
+c94b9c14a1 kernel−yocto/4.8: explicitly trap subcommand errors
+
+804d9725f5 glibc: Enable backtrace from abort on ARM
+
+3e966a0e73 Use weak assignment for SERIAL_CONSOLES in qmenu configuration files
+
+e8a5f108c avr32: do not change directory when generating tarball
+291b42b27 grit: fix some quirks and diver by zero
+
+b9352d8944 wic: Create a logical partition only when it is really mandatory
+
+2cf2d582f2 libarchive: fix Archive: AFFECT_ALTERNATIVE_PREFERENCE to avoid conflict
+
+601f5658d8 cve−check: allow recipes to override the product name
+
+9879ad2f9 curl: set CVE_PRODUCT
+
+193b492ca targetloader.py: drop test for ClassType
+
+1a7a462e54 header−yocto/4.4: CVE−2016−8655
+
+50cf219c3a linux−yocto/rt−4.4: update to rt−43
+
+c3d0666b7 kernel−tools: make sure that no shared directories are used
+
+5580c22b4 linux−yocto/4.8: update to v4.8.12
+
+ai7d0b33c3 linux−yocto/4.4: update to v4.4.36
+
+521b0b7c7 linux−yocto/4.1: update to v4.1.36
+
+9b346b899c linux−yocto/4.4: Fix remaining kernel_configcheck warnings in Intel BSPs
+
+96b172e45s linux−yocto/4.8: auxfs warning and lxge calibrate
+
+ag2697a477 kernel−bbclass: fix Argument list too big error
+
+b3484ab7f6 kernel−bbclass: fix kernel_do_compile for KERNEL_IMAGE_TYPE = ‘mlinux.gz’ on mips
+
+45c7f4d4b kernel−bbclass: do not copy bundled initramfs to /boot
+
+590b943f5 kernel−bbclass: Use real filenames in kernel packages
+
+2d74e22288 kernel−bbclass: allow uncompressed initramfs archives
+
+9293d36b6t_recipecf: fix encoding related errors creating python recipes
+
+e8b0aa2b1 grub2: enforce −no−pie if supported by compiler
+
+4dd5de472 tiff: Fix several CVE issues
+
+7760427c61 tiff: Security fix CVE−2016−9358
+
+5d2c218f57 Security fix CVE−2016−9355
+
+bd67c53e2 tiff: set CVE_NAME
+
+3e6b303c7 subversion: Fix issues in LDFLAGS sed manipulation
+
+ef7ccf8378 attr: Convert SSTATEPOSTINSTFUNCS to a do_install_append
+
+5b6abf388 staging: Drop unused SYSROOT_LOCK
+
+8578432c3d kernel−yocto: exit on non−zero return code
+
+443e326e3 kern−tools: fix processing for non branch meta−data
+
+9a36dcb98 linux−yocto−dev: fix to 4.9−rc2
+
+1ca4b9830 linux−yocto−dev: update to v4.8.10
+
+bbcc71c057 parselogos: Whitelist GPT warnings as the device is fully functional
+
+745117658p parselogos: Whitelist iwlibiwifi firmware load error messages
+
+ed43ba6f9edump−scripts: Avoid multiple dump−scripts
+
+9263f36d2 terminal.py: Pass string instead of bytes to ExecutionError to avoid exception
+
+4073484913 Security fix CVE−2016−5131
+
+6fe39199a4 tiff: Security fix CVE−2016−9359
+
+3f0ca8e5f tiff: Security fix CVE−2016−9400
+
+3a7b39a888 slang: Disable parallel make install
+
+678827571f systemd−bbclass: don’t block on service restart
+
+c1beb4372a perl: Fix ptest update hash of ExtUtils/Liblist/Kid.pm in customized.dat
+
+1451fd4370 gcumx86−475: conf; set wic−related parameters
+
+793092d1a1 pseudo: include fix for xattr corruption
+
+a744195564 bitbake: cooker: Handle infinity queue overflows more gracefully
+
+46f39b968d bitbake: cooker: Fix world task/step generation issue
+
+903c4b762 kernel−bbclass: fix Argument list too big error
+
+93b13d9e45 kernel−bbclass: Add CXXFLAGS and CFLAGS
+
+a811c020e5 kernel−yocto/4.4: Update genericx86_64 SRCREVs for linux−yocto 4.4
+
+59ba6b345b kernel−bbclass: Set CXXFLAGS and CFLAGS for linux−yocto 4.4
+
+7a8b66f4c4 kernel−bbclass: Convert multiconfig to use $BB_CURRENT_MC
+
+7bab6f4c55 bitbake: runcue: Ensure that tasks with overlapping stamps don’t parallel execute
+
+7a8b66f4c4 kernel−bob: fix multiconfig issues with multiconfig
+
+ba5e79aba bitbake: sigen: Fix: clean_basepath to work with multiconfig
+
+f9e471c40a bitbake: build/uhelper: Show better information about multiconfig
+
+3052b9ca runcue: runcue: Ensure pseudo executables from the correct use (the right datastore with mut
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cc27a238f  sanity: fix hardcoded references to gcc
+ allow overriding compiler name in KConfig
+ 3eafe109a3 linux-ibc-headers: allow overriding compiler name in KConfig
+ 270f4232ac linux-yocto: allow overriding compiler name in KConfig
+ allow using user-specified source directories
+ 996aae93ff oeqa/parselogs: Don’t use cdf for file transfers
+ 4539f8cc6e poky: add Fedora-24 to SAFETY_TESTED_DISTRIBUTIONS
+ c651a53d6e maintainers.inc: add missing recipes
+ 2679a347c5 maintainers.inc: rename gtk-doc-stub to gtk-doc, reassign to me
+ 68e35c8e37 oeqa.runtime.smart: work around smart race issues
+ ad91204f69 set-prunereader: Prune feeds to save memory
+ ab3f2397d0 gtk-doc: only depend on native gtk-doc for documentation generation
+ 620ee26b9f6 gtk-doc: use pkg-config-native in native gtk-doc.m4
+ d2e7e60c88 bitbake: remove handling of .toasterui.pid
+ b29238e5ae u-boot: Set u-boot binary permissions to 0644
+ 9a8b39204c pango: fix gtk-doc build when x11 is not in use
+ 3e0a5a88f5 util-linux: do not enable gtk-doc and explain why
+ c370d8a61c pil-kit: enable gtk-doc
+ 4e11b2451a libsoup-2.4: enable gtk-doc
+ 5c99d8ae8e libinstall: enable gtk-doc
+ b4127f5083 gnutls: enable gtk-doc
+ 3bea052f3f harfbuzz: enable gtk-doc
+ 0b29989ce8 cairo: enable gtk-doc
+ fa351bca8b libcnc3: enable gtk-doc
+ ff77d01bf libgudev: enable gtk-doc
+ 3ce2005514 jsonglib: enable gtk-doc
+ 406a9b7e7d gnome-desktop3: enable gtk-doc
+ 60646e0e09 gdk-pixbuf: enable gtk-doc
+ 4f5e18e6d4 libuser: enable gtk-doc
+ 2dd0a5b424 libbin: enable gtk-doc
+ b240b9be22 ocr: enable gtk-doc
+ 9330b44a4a dbus-glib: enable gtk-doc
+ 063f84e1bf wkbgtkg: re-enable introspection on powerpc
+ 38f2f1aadd gcr: libsecret, wkbgtkg: disable gtk-doc on mips64
+ d8a1027a84 gcr: disable gtk-doc on x86_64
+ ae773d6c34 gtk+3: disable gtk-doc when x11 is not available
+ 31029c8001 wkbgtkg: enable gtk-doc build support
+ 3878d9c288 bitbake: enable gtk-doc support
+ eliaad9e8a1 libglade: remove the recipe
+ 3a93d8b0d1 systemd: drop unused gtkdoc-related variable
+ 6d26e010dc modi: do not let gtkdocize fail
+ 2167573f68 gtk-doc.bbclass: enable building gtk-doc based documentation
+ 5029d4f1b5 gtk-doc: add a recipe, remove gtk-doc-stub
+ 2bf7f5250c source-highlight: add a recipe
+ 8c4600d5e6 oeqa: Use snapshot instead of copying the rootfs image
+ 18b19977c4 scripts/runemu: Add snapshot support
+ b2d9c7ee20 runemu: Enable virtio RNG for all platforms
+ eb149f99da runemu: Update to modern preferred net syntax
+ 18b19977c4 scripts/runemu: Add snapshot support
+ 95351c64ae qemurunner.py/qemutinyrunner.py: remove runemu-internal
+ b18f4a58f8 nativesdk-gemuhelper: fix for new runemu
+ da303702e0 runemu: fix run from testimage with non-standard DEPLOY_DIR_IMAGE
+ 8a984e0e01 runemu: fixes for when invoked during a buildtime run
+ dd48b69634 runemu: better handle running on a host with different paths
+ d60a71cc3e runemu: assume artefacts are relative to *.gemuboot.conf
+ b40571d414 runemu: refactor it and remove machine knowledge
+ 638d19adb4 qemu.inc: inherit gemuboot.bbclass
+ 75f3de5f40 use virtio networking instead of pcnet
+ 18c7c0dade gemuppc.conf: rename for conf
+ 09a77107e7 qemumips/qemumips64.conf: set vars for runemu
+ 64dcd77998 qemuex68.conf/qemuex68-64.conf: set vars for runemu
+ 9b0a9bced qemuarm64.conf: set vars for runemu
+ 8b6e7729a3 qemuarm-x86.conf: set PREREFERRED_VERSION_linux-yocto
+ 9b761e6f74 qemuarm: Add DTB file new kernel
+ 90a4b7c6cf qemuarm.conf: set vars for runemu
+ 605d5b6e0f qemuboot.bbclass: add it for runemu
+ 298463f2e6 qemu: fix cp command cannot find tests/Makefile
+ e2c48b1231 gstreamer: Whitelist gstreamer error message with gstreamer
+ af1e74fa0f parselogs: Whitelist gstreamer error message with gstreamer
+ 66ef0379b7 libwebp: sepcify neon availability for arm
+ 2e676b6db4 gstreamer.bbclass: Added error checking for oe-soinstall
+ 91e9269d64 util-linux: Remove trailing whitespace
+ 386062b9e2 watchdog-config: Add recipe
+ 7a7a9ba21b watchdog: Add wd_keepalive package
+ f334401074 linux-upstream: Update LINUX_VERSION to 4.13
+ 649d79d752 kconfig-frontends: inherit pkgconfig
+ 054544c4e4 kmid: inherit pkgconfig
+ e29f775d54 xil-common: Remove Xserver script
+ 3b7cdefbe9 xserver-nomd-init: Deprecate /etc/X11/xserver
+ 40218717f0 module-split.bbclass: no need for running depmod
+ df1635f5b9 kernel-module-split.bbclass: generate dependencies across recipes
+ fe90376aca module.bbclass: use Module.symvers for dependants
+ 58a0a894e9 linux-yocto-4.4.4-arm: uvesafb: provide option to specify timeout for task completion
+ f14532a572 linux-yocto: update to 4.8-rc5
+ 90ab47c6cf qemuarm.conf: set vars for runemu
+ 9b18f8a5f8 qemuarm64.conf: set vars for runemu
+ 64da0d7799 qemuarm.conf: set vars for runemu
+ 09a77107e7 qemumips/qemumips64.conf: set vars for runemu
+ 9b0a9bced qemuarm64.conf: set vars for runemu
+ 8b6e7729a3 qemuarm-x86.conf: set PREREFERRED_VERSION_linux-yocto
+ 9b761e6f74 qemuarm: Add DTB file new kernel
+ 90a4b7c6cf qemuarm.conf: set vars for runemu
+ 605d5b6e0f qemuboot.bbclass: add it for runemu
+ 298463f2e6 qemu: fix cp command cannot find tests/Makefile
+ e2c48b1231 gstreamer: Whitelist gstreamer error message with gstreamer
+ af1e74fa0f parselogs: Whitelist gstreamer error message with gstreamer
+ 66ef0379b7 libwebp: sepcify neon availability for arm
+ 2e676b6db4 gstreamer.bbclass: Added error checking for oe-soinstall
+ 91e9269d64 util-linux: Remove trailing whitespace
+ 386062b9e2 watchdog-config: Add recipe
+ 7a7a9ba21b watchdog: Add wd_keepalive package
+ f334401074 linux-upstream: Update LINUX_VERSION to 4.13
+ 649d79d752 kconfig-frontends: inherit pkgconfig
+ 054544c4e4 kmid: inherit pkgconfig
+ e29f775d54 xil-common: Remove Xserver script
+ 3b7cdefbe9 xserver-nomd-init: Deprecate /etc/X11/xserver
+ 40218717f0 module-split.bbclass: no need for running depmod
+ df1635f5b9 kernel-module-split.bbclass: generate dependencies across recipes
+ fe90376aca module.bbclass: use Module.symvers for dependants
+ 58a0a894e9 linux-yocto-4.4.4-arm: uvesafb: provide option to specify timeout for task completion
+ f14532a572 linux-yocto: update to 4.8-rc5
+ 27ae8c314f kernel-yocto: restore missing configuration meta data
+ 5029d4f1b5 kernel-yocto: allow --allnoconfig and --alldefconfig as KCONFIG_MODES
+ 81297ee22d kernel-yocto: restore kernel-meta data detection for SRC_URI elements
+ cee4a7a370 recipeutil: create: avoid extra blank lines in output recipe
+ bfa389bb95 recipeutil: create: support node.js code outsourcing
+ fa30c2f5d4 recipeutil: create: allow variable handling to be rerun
+ b13e3e4d84 recipeutil: create: add --keep-temp line command option
+ cdb5b98820 recipeutil: create: support git submodules
+ 9885a9dd11 recipeutil: create: fix mapping python dependencies to python-dbq package
+ 4da96e65fe recipeutil: create: AX_PKG_SMIG should add dependency on swig-native
+ 393aa928a9 recipeutil: update-recipe: support files with relative path
+ 98aaf4d939 lib/dbus: handle non-UTF8 encoding when reading patches
+ 4462a55626 today: cooker: record events on cooker exit
+ 2b2a505414 bitbake: toaster: don’t kill all runserver processes
+ d2ed7ed088 bitbake: toaster: remove handling of .toasterui.pid
+ 8719012c78 bitbake: toaster: don’t kill toaster on start
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+++ a017d6ba packagefeed-stability.bbclass: cleann packaging should remove pkgs from deploy dir
  typedef  libdir: 2.4.68 -> 2.4.70
+++ a2f49deb35 libglib: 2.4.81 -> 2.4.82
+++ a76cc9d27c kbd: remove PARALLEL_MAKEINT == **
+++ le21f731c kmdev: upgrade to 23
+++ a56d2eb200 diffutils: upgrade to 3.4.3
+++ a03a1f617e util-linux: upgrade to 2.28.1
+++ 29dab94fbootchart2: Add ALTERNATIVE configuration for bootchart
+++ c0f93c9cf8 asciiocnc-native: add dependency on docbook-xmldtd-native
+++ ef04e6e00b openssh: fix missing dependencies building for test directory
+++ fea2585e40 libffi: fix a typo (mips)
+++ 27ce02f8b9 image-vmbbclass: remove old images if RM_OLD_IMAGE is enabled
+++ 9cabc1800 oeqa:buildperf: fix crash when creating globalres.log
+++ 06f7e9b256 build-perf-test: align log message format with testrunner output
+++ f019b93f51 syslinux.bbclass: ensure creation of output directory
+++ f755ab792b busybox: Add parallel make fix
+++ 783c1e49bbc sanity.bbclass: Ensure we expand BUILD_PREFIX
+++ f38fe06977 local.conf.sample: Disable ARM and PPC due to prelink test case failures
+++ 63dcf8af1334 local.conf.sample: Disable prelink by default
+++ 36df77692a busybox: Move to latest version of prelink
+++ b715a266gcc: Upgrade to 6.2 RC1
+++ dbf6037098 iibuinwind: Fix build race conflict with gcc and musl
+++ c66b83671eba1f39e5117 python-3.5-manifest: Add some missing RDEPENDS
+++ a56f14e5fc graph-tool: update to new networkx API, be iterative
+++ cae5c7444b gmp: Fix wrong detection of -march flag
+++ b2e6ac630a python3-git: Fixes dependencies, avoiding to install python3-misc
+++ 8ce7bc30dc man-pages: upgrade to 4.07
+++ 205418f28e gnupg: upgrade to 2.1.14
+++ cd20d767bb ncurses: upgrade to 6.0+20160625
+++ 0cff756e15 python3.5-manifest: Fixes several dependencies on the newest python3
+++ dde033ab4c oeqa/runtime/syslog.py: Improve test_syslog_logger on systemd
+++ a191285b97 lib/oeqa/selftest/bbtests: don't report expected failures
+++ 6203a77a53 buildperf: Add support for times without decimal part
+++ 3f519df38e oeqa.buildperf: derive BuildPerfTestCase class from unittest.TestCase
+++ 09b9a4aeee oeqa.buildperf: add BuildPerfTestResult class
+++ 979be848e2 oeqa.buildperf: convert test cases to unittest
+++ d82a795683 oeqa.buildperf: introduce runCmd2()
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- c626f7586 gstreamer1.0-plugins-bad: fix the newer texture() function in gcolorconvert
- a93b784ec gstreamer1.0-plugins-bad: Add glbindfpragmaDataLocation in glshader
- 352ace90c gstreamer1.0-plugins-bad: Don't use the predefined variable name in gcolorconvert
- 09e80d7a5 gstreamer1.0-plugins-bad: Implement multiple render targets for GLES3
- 0c39d58e0 gstreamer1.0-plugins-bad: Add glBindFragDataLocation in glshader
- 648fd334da gstreamer1.0-plugins-bad: Fix little rectangle appears at the center when use squeeze and tunnel

- 001918b02 mesa: Upgrade to 11.2.2 > 12.0.1
- 1854732804 byacc: upgrade to 20160606
- 05360e83a at: upgrade to 3.1.20
- 09e64c639b libxsettings-client: Remove as unneeded
- 493d7da29 libmatchbox: Upgrade 11.1 > 1.12
- 61573ddc8 matchbox-keyboard: Upgrade to 0.1.1
- 06164f45 satoscreenshot: Upgrade 0.2 > 0.3
- 8be2692b1b matchbox-panel-2: Upgrade 2.10 > 2.11
- 548401503d libpng: upgrade to 1.6.23
- 118f23c8ee linux-firmware: update to revision ccb6eada9
- 5813d40538 nss: Fix build on mips/clang
- 05084d4060 wic: oe-selftest: build bmap-tools-native
- 3a919a5952 glibc: use the host locale archive in nativesdk builds
- 604778091e perl: fix CVE-2016-2381
- 3091a8c58a wic: default linker hash style to sysv
- 4c9b1a472f wic: add systemd-boot option in EFI boot image plugin
- 15901eb07b desktop-file-utils-native: update to 0.23
- 441a1fc6eb libwnck3: upgrade to 3.20.1
- 652cacc1d8 epiphany: update to 3.20.3
- 470558f77e python-numpy: fix upstream version check
- 365fdce1ed gstreamer1.0-plugins-bad: Implement multiple render targets for GLES3
- 352acc90c gstreamer1.0-plugins-bad: Don't use the predefined variable name in gcolorconvert
- 09e80d7a5 gstreamer1.0-plugins-bad: Implement multiple render targets for GLES3
- 0c39d58e0 gstreamer1.0-plugins-bad: Add glBindFragDataLocation in glshader
- 648fd334da gstreamer1.0-plugins-bad: Fix little rectangle appears at the center when use squeeze and tunnel

- 3a919a5952 glibc: use the host locale archive in nativesdk builds
- 604778091e perl: fix CVE-2016-2381
- 3091a8c58a wic: default linker hash style to sysv
- 4c9b1a472f wic: add systemd-boot option in EFI boot image plugin
- 15901eb07b desktop-file-utils-native: update to 0.23
- 441a1fc6eb libwnck3: upgrade to 3.20.1
- 652cacc1d8 epiphany: update to 3.20.3
- 470558f77e python-numpy: fix upstream version check
- 365fdce1ed gstreamer1.0-plugins-bad: Implement multiple render targets for GLES3
- 352acc90c gstreamer1.0-plugins-bad: Don't use the predefined variable name in gcolorconvert
- 09e80d7a5 gstreamer1.0-plugins-bad: Implement multiple render targets for GLES3
- 470558f77e python-numpy: fix upstream version check
- 365fdce1ed gstreamer1.0-plugins-bad: Implement multiple render targets for GLES3
- 352acc90c gstreamer1.0-plugins-bad: Don't use the predefined variable name in gcolorconvert
- 09e80d7a5 gstreamer1.0-plugins-bad: Implement multiple render targets for GLES3
- 470558f77e python-numpy: fix upstream version check
- 365fdce1ed gstreamer1.0-plugins-bad: Implement multiple render targets for GLES3
greenmarl.0-plugins-ugly: disable mad, enable mpg123

mad123: add a recipe from meta

security-flags.inc: add python3-pycrypto and libnewt-py to no-pie exception list

security-flags.inc: add SECURITY_NO_PIE_CFLAGS to libgcc and gcc-sanitizers

packageconf.conf: don't set SOURCE_DIR to SHOME by default

binutils: configure with --enable-deterministic-archives

dbus/dbus-test: upgrade to 1.10.8

toolconf: upgrade to v0.1.2

openssl: fix init script restart with read-only-rootfs

packagegroup-steam: remove newsteam version

distro_features_check for GTK+2

makefile: update to master head revision

makefile: update paths from rpm libpseudo.so

usradd-staticids.bbclass: Restore failure on missing UIDs/GIDs

usradd-staticids.bbclass: Allow missing UIDs/GIDs to generate warnings

cmake: set the modules directory correctly

depexp.py: port to gtk+3

cooker: clean up EvertWriter

cooker: replace EventLogWriteHandler with n...
Update SRCREV for genericx86* for 4.1
Update SRCREV for genericx86* for 4.4
Use wraps consistently
fix py3 SyntaxError in \_log\_check\_warn() in src\_yocto\4.4
Use regular expression in \_log\_check\_warn() and _log\_check\_error()
Remove \_log\_check\_warn() from RpmRootfs class
Revert "roots\_py: add more info to the warning message"
\_log\_check\_warn() from RpmRootfs class
Show limited traceback for parsing \_log\_check\_warn() in printer
\_log\_check\_warn() in printer
"rootfs.py: add more info to the warning message"
Remove _log_check_error() from the RpmRootfs class
Reduce spam from \_log\_check\_warn() as well
Print more info to the warning message"
bitbake: toaster: use new syntax of exception statement
bitbake: toaster: use printf function in toaster script
324e413251 bitbake: toaster: use 'in' instead of has_key
bitbake: server/service: Fix missing log messages issue
bitbake: cooker/toasterui: Drop SEND_DEPENDS_TREE UI feature
bitbake: runcqueуйe: py: always emit bb.event.DetTreeGenerated
0f5d6f8854 selftest: add bmapp test
47a09d6090 image types: add bmap generation option
8ae8d5239d bmap-tools: initial commit, version 3.2
dc39972ac2 image_types: add support for zip compression
bitbake: cooker/toasterui: Drop SEND_DEPENDS_TREE UI feature
d732eeeddd wic: don't encode unicode strings
a173853c5f wic: decode output of subprocess.communicate
6f46766e72 java: use / operator instead of /
b8c99dc425 wic: use find_executable in favor of bb.utils.which
b6e558e295 wic: don't use l suffix for integers
5f9ed5d2e1c wic: refactor pluginbase
4d4787d67b c: wic: remove unused functions
30e313bd0f c: wic: use new syntax of 'except' statement
30e313bd0f c: wic: remove with_statement imports
da0c689097 b: wic: don't inherit classes from object
cb3e09d65b b: wic: don't use dict.keys and dict.has_key
3e6d04abbb b: wic: use items instead of iteritems
0c57d96c8e c: wic: replace print statements with print function
4d4dbbd64f c: combo-layer: avoid too long command lines in update with history
659ed9719b c: combo-layer: fix default "update" mode
f969ce9d9f python-native: Point to expect in linux and add missing dep on expat-native
4d5ed31d2f feature.arm-vfp.inc: fix overzealous ARMFGSFX_FPUP modification
0c71ff4e7f gdb: Upgrade to 7.11
6d7c16ec00 glIBC: Add recipes for 2.24 release
9b25b35456 gcc 4.9: backport gperf fixes
3f19f8f27f openjade-native: work around bug exposed by GCC 6
efe59eabc5 gcc-5.3: backport gperf fixes
2698c245a6 report-error: Replace the build directory path in the error text
0ba9e24d5f openjade-utils: update to latest git version
a0d3e92c79 concern: update to version 1.32
2c5d5a6f56 package_manager.py: Add extract() method for rpm package manager
b17a289e18 package_manager.py: Add extract() method for opkg and dpkg
a0db1211ca bitbake: utiize to en_US.UTF-8 locale setting everywhere
2217050a3b bitbake: bin/bitbake-worker: Fix invalid bb.msg.fatal usage
1995f89929 bitbake: memoize/dump_cache.py, cache: Fix to use python 3 syntax
7d0e0e1939e bitbake: knotty: Ensure consellog file handle is closed
6cc681868b bitbake: runcqueуй: Improve timestamp comparisons
0e96a9679f bitbake: dao: Create a fgetmod/function() -» open() fuction
9a930984cf gcc-runtime, libgcc: Syslink c++ header and startup files in target_triplet for SDK use
7abc9ec111 mpfr: Upgrade to 3.1.4
0d6c42c36b ruby: Upgrade to 2.2.5
278f8e826d distcc: Upgrade to 3.2
3a167e6290 mdadm: Fix build with clang
9f26c406c9 musl: Create symlinks for stub libraries
6d7c8c6b90 bitbake: Oldest kernel for mios2 is 3.19
f2335cffe0e glibc: Disable bitbake components
2b298dcb19 libunwind: Add a config option for tests
f3c90e12d2 gdb, strace: Fix builds on ppm/musl
50e6e1fd0b libgcc: Ensure that gcc configure options are passed to libgcc too
606d6c03b1 libunwind: Upgrade to 1.2rc1+
6f6ee2225b libgcc: Ensure that gcc configure options are passed to libgcc too
2630c35b76 musl: Upgrade to tip of tree
5a0d65b543 bitbake: Empty out BUILDSDK_CPPFLAGS
ca8aee67a7 libunwind: Upgrade to 1.2rc1+
0a8a9f5cde00 grub.git: Upgrade to latest tip
271b17878763 conf: bump minimum kernel to 3.2.0
f997b61a6f7 libc-common.bbclass: Use sed instead of grep
47b38b5979 busybox/mdev: Use ensure/sys is mounted before using it
4e3e0cb209 gradmin: Fix build with gcc6
a667e23ab8 grub: Fix build with gcc-6
7e2b219499 bitbunlits: disable warez on native build
b3a8088cfb pkgconfig: Fix build with gcc-6 and upgrade to 0.29.1
40aba3622b nss: Upgrade to 3.23
6b9e2a37d1 mdadm: Fix cccm errors
fa1f6fd051 oprofile: Fix with gcc6
268f66e0e0 webkitgtk: Upgrade to 2.12.1
b5c1f5832e libunwind: Upgrade with gcc-6
54cfa3a0b aida: build with gcc6
bba7007e28 rpm: Fix build with gcc6
f3f0b273c1 elfutils: Upgrade to 0.166
a085a41107 glib-2.0: Ignore useless warning found with gcc-6
6ea464c22e gcc-c6 fixes recipes
f5c01080044 linux-yocto-4.4: bump to v4.4.10
5968010b2 linux-yocto-4.4: beaglebone: Enable dram for omap
322a73951c linux-yocto-4.4: update to v4.4.9
97f5a0356e linux-yocto-4.4: update to v4.4.8
55f6ccc072 font-util: Remove $(datadir)/fonts from SYSROOT_DIRS_BLACKLIST
fc8f22baea libtool: Use SYSROOT_DIRS_BLACKLIST to exclude dirs from the sysroot
49900f11e1 glibc-native: Use SYSROOT_DIRS_BLACKLIST to exclude dirs from the sysroot
2a949cb843 gettext: Use SYSROOT_DIRS_BLACKLIST to exclude dirs from the sysroot
a97f9a8b1e grub-2.0: Use SYSROOT_DIRS_BLACKLIST to exclude dirs from the sysroot
4021e9bad6 dtc:--introspection: Use SYSROOT_DIRS to add dirs to stage in sysroot
df029931b1 vala-inc: Use SYSROOT_DIRS to add dirs to stage in sysroot
f3f5b0b2d9 arm-linux-gcc: Use SYSROOT_DIRS to add dirs to stage in sysroot
4d19d9d208 base-files: Use SYSROOT_DIRS to add dirs to stage in sysroot
138d161d4e depmodwrapper十字: Use SYSROOT_DIRS to add dirs to stage in sysroot
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